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Abstract. Absorption of radiation by ice is extremely weak
at visible and near-ultraviolet wavelengths, so small amounts
of light-absorbing impurities in snow can dominate the ab-
sorption of solar radiation at these wavelengths, reducing
the albedo relative to that of pure snow, contributing to the
surface energy budget and leading to earlier snowmelt. In
this study Arctic snow is surveyed for its content of light-
absorbing impurities, expanding and updating the 1983–
1984 survey of Clarke and Noone. Samples were collected
in Alaska, Canada, Greenland, Svalbard, Norway, Russia,
and the Arctic Ocean during 1998 and 2005–2009, on tun-
dra, glaciers, ice caps, sea ice, frozen lakes, and in boreal
forests. Snow was collected mostly in spring, when the en-
tire winter snowpack is accessible for sampling. Sampling
was carried out in summer on the Greenland Ice Sheet and
on the Arctic Ocean, of melting glacier snow and sea ice as
well as cold snow. About 1200 snow samples have been an-
alyzed for this study.

The snow is melted and filtered; the filters are analyzed in
a specially designed spectrophotometer system to infer the
concentration of black carbon (BC), the fraction of absorp-
tion due to non-BC light-absorbing constituents and the ab-
sorptionÅngstrom exponent of all particles. This is done
using BC calibration standards having a mass absorption ef-
ficiency of 6.0 m2 g−1 at 550 nm and by making an assump-
tion that the absorption Angstrom exponent for BC is 1.0 and
for non-BC light-absorbing aerosol is 5.0. The reduction of
snow albedo is primarily due to BC, but other impurities,
principally brown (organic) carbon, are typically responsi-
ble for ∼40% of the visible and ultraviolet absorption. The
meltwater from selected snow samples was saved for chem-
ical analysis to identify sources of the impurities. Median
BC amounts in surface snow are as follows (nanograms of
carbon per gram of snow): Greenland 3, Arctic Ocean snow
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7, melting sea ice 8, Arctic Canada 8, subarctic Canada 14,
Svalbard 13, Northern Norway 21, western Arctic Russia 27,
northeastern Siberia 34. Concentrations are more variable
in the European Arctic than in Arctic Canada or the Arc-
tic Ocean, probably because of the proximity to BC sources.
Individual samples of falling snow were collected on Sval-
bard, documenting the springtime decline of BC from March
through May.

AbsorptionÅngstrom exponents are 1.5–1.7 in Norway,
Svalbard, and western Russia, 2.1–2.3 elsewhere in the Arc-
tic, and 2.5 in Greenland. Correspondingly, the estimated
contribution to absorption by non-BC constituents in these
regions is∼25%, 40%, and 50% respectively.

It has been hypothesized that when the snow surface layer
melts some of the BC is left at the top of the snowpack rather
than being carried away in meltwater. This process was ob-
served in a few locations and would cause a positive feedback
on snowmelt.

The BC content of the Arctic atmosphere has declined
markedly since 1989, according to the continuous measure-
ments of near-surface air at Alert (Canada), Barrow (Alaska),
and Ny-Ålesund (Svalbard). Correspondingly, the new BC
concentrations for Arctic snow are somewhat lower than
those reported by Clarke and Noone for 1983–1984, but be-
cause of methodological differences it is not clear that the
differences are significant. Nevertheless, the BC content of
Arctic snow appears to be no higher now than in 1984, so it is
doubtful that BC in Arctic snow has contributed to the rapid
decline of Arctic sea ice in recent years.

1 Introduction

Most of the Arctic land and ocean areas are covered by snow
in winter and spring. Snow persists through the summer on
the Greenland Ice Sheet and on numerous smaller ice caps.
The high albedo of snow, typically 70–80% for aged snow, is
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therefore a primary determinant of the Arctic climate during
the sunlit seasons. Because the albedo is so high, it can be
reduced by small amounts of absorptive impurities. The ab-
sorption coefficient of ice is extremely small at visible wave-
lengths but becomes much larger in the near-infrared (War-
ren and Brandt, 2008), where albedo is sensitive to grain size
(Wiscombe and Warren, 1980). The reduction of albedo by
absorptive impurities is mostly confined to visible and near-
ultraviolet wavelengths, as shown by radiative transfer mod-
eling (Warren and Wiscombe, 1980).

Spectral albedo was measured for snow-covered sea ice
at the field camp on the ice island T-3 in the Arctic Ocean
(Grenfell and Maykut, 1977); the albedo at visible wave-
lengths was lower than predicted for pure snow. It was possi-
ble to explain the albedo spectrum by addition of a spectrally
flat (gray) absorber such as black carbon (BC, a major com-
ponent of soot) to the radiative-transfer model, but not by
addition of a colored absorber such as soil dust (Warren and
Wiscombe, 1980; Warren, 1982). Black carbon is produced
by incomplete combustion for sources like diesel engines,
coal burning, forest fires, agricultural fires, and residential
wood burning (Bond et al., 2004). When injected into the at-
mosphere, these particles may travel thousands of kilometers
before they are removed by rain or snow precipitation.

The soot in snow at T-3 most likely came from local
sources at the research camp, but the resulting dramatic re-
duction of albedo raised the question of how much soot is
normally present in the Arctic snowpack and how much it
could reduce the albedo. The Arctic troposphere is known
to contain dark layers in winter and early spring that often
extended over the entire Arctic Ocean, called “Arctic haze”
(Schnell, 1984; Raatz and Shaw, 1984; Shaw, 1995). Its ra-
diative effects have been estimated by Cess (1983) and oth-
ers. The soot in Arctic haze eventually is removed from the
atmosphere, either scavenged by falling snow crystals or by
dry deposition, which can be augmented by the filtering ef-
fect of snow (Harder et al., 1996). Concentrations of BC in
the snow are determined by the ambient concentrations in air
and these wet and dry depositional processes, by the snow-
fall rate, and, with aging, by in-snow processes such as frost
deposition, sublimation and melting.

The pioneering study to measure soot in Arctic snow was
carried out by Clarke and Noone (1985; hereafter CN85).
They obtained 60 snow samples from volunteers in Alaska,
Canada, Greenland, Svalbard, and Fram Strait during 1983
and 1984. The snow samples were then melted and filtered.
The spectral transmission of each filter was measured us-
ing “integrating plate” and “integrating sandwich” configu-
rations (Clarke, 1982; Clarke et al., 1987), and compared to
that of standard filters containing known (weighed) amounts
of a calibration soot (Monarch-71). The slope of absorption
versus wavelength indicated that the dominant absorber was
gray and therefore probably soot.

The soot amounts inferred by CN85 were mostly in the
range 5–50 nanograms of carbon per gram of snow (ng g−1,

or ppb by mass), which could reduce the broadband (0.3–
2.8 µm) albedo of snow by as much as 0.04, depending on
snow grain size (Warren and Wiscombe, 1985). CN85 sug-
gested a mean value of 25 ng g−1 for the Arctic, and a cor-
responding albedo reduction of 0.02 (CN85; Warren and
Clarke, 1986). An albedo reduction of this magnitude is
not detectable by eye and is below the accuracy of satel-
lite observations, but it is significant for climate (Hansen and
Nazarenko, 2004; Jacobson et al., 2004; Hansen et al., 2005;
Flanner et al., 2007).

The radiative forcing caused by such a reduced snow
albedo depends on the seasonal cycle of snow-cover fraction
and the extent to which snow is masked by vegetation or hid-
den under clouds. The radiative forcing was computed in
the Goddard Institute for Space Studies General Circulation
Model (GISS GCM) by Hansen and Nazarenko (2004). The
resulting warming was larger than expected for the computed
radiative forcing. There are several possible reasons: (1) the
peak of soot fallout in the Arctic occurs in spring, coincid-
ing with the onset of snowmelt; (2) melting (coarse-grained)
snow has lower albedo than cold (fine-grained) snow; (3) ear-
lier melt exposes a dark underlying surface; and (4) the stable
atmospheric boundary layer over snow prevents rapid heat
exchange with the free troposphere, concentrating the warm-
ing at the surface. For a specified radiative forcing, soot-
in-snow had 1.8 times the climatic warming effect of an-
thropogenic CO2, giving soot-in-snow an “efficacy” of 1.8
(Hansen et al., 2005). Subsequent climate modeling by Flan-
ner et al. (2007), incorporating snow processes into a GCM,
found an even higher efficacy of 3.2, because of several addi-
tional considerations: (5) an initial albedo reduction causes
a temperature increase and therefore growth of snow grain
size, even before the onset of melting (LaChapelle, 1969;
Flanner and Zender, 2006) and further reducing albedo;
(6) soot causes greater albedo reduction in coarse-grained
snow than in fine-grained snow (Fig. 7 of Warren and Wis-
combe, 1980); and (7) it has been hypothesized that melting
may tend to concentrate soot at the top surface (e.g. in the
modeling study of Flanner al., 2007), where it is exposed to
more sunlight. The radiative effects of BC in snow are now
the subject of several additional modeling efforts (Jacobson,
2004; Koch and Hansen, 2005; Koch et al., 2009) and sum-
mary assessments (Quinn et al., 2008).

Although BC is the most absorptive impurity per unit
mass, it is not the only important absorber in snow. By com-
paring Figs. 4 and 7 of Warren and Wiscombe (1980), War-
ren (1984) concluded that soil dust is about a factor of 50 less
effective (per unit mass) at reducing snow albedo. However,
in some locations so much dust is deposited to the snow that
dust is the dominant absorber. This was shown by Painter et
al. (2007) for snow in the mountains of Colorado.

We report here on a new survey of absorptive impurities in
Arctic snow, using a modified version of the method used by
CN85. The goals of the survey are:
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1. to obtain better geographical coverage including in re-
gions that were missing in the 1985 study (the central
Arctic Basin and Russia);

2. to obtain better spatial resolution and vertical profiles
(>1200 samples total, compared to 60 for CN85) ;

3. to distinguish the absorption of radiation by black car-
bon from the absorption by other constituents, princi-
pally organic carbon (“brown carbon”) and soil dust;
and

4. to determine the change in anthropogenic pollution of
the Arctic snow since 25 years ago.

2 Strategy

The presence of BC in snow can have a climatic effect wher-
ever large areas of snow are exposed to significant solar en-
ergy. In the Arctic the maximum effect should be on tundra
and sea ice during spring, and on the Greenland Ice Sheet
in summer. We put most of our effort into sampling these
regions. The boreal forests of Canada and Russia should be
much less affected because snowfall there lies at the base
of the vegetation and thus shielded from sunlight. However,
even in the forest it can be useful to measure BC in snow,
for evaluation of chemical transport and deposition models,
so we do include some lower-latitude snow samples in our
survey.

Snowmelt on the Arctic tundra proceeds rapidly during
May and June (Potter, 1965; Kopanev and Lipovskaya, 1978;
Grenfell and Perovich, 2004; Aleksandrov et al., 2005). By
early July the snow is gone from the Arctic Ocean (Fig. 13
of Warren et al., 1999), but some of the BC is left on the sur-
face (Perovich et al., 2009), where it can reduce the albedo of
melting sea ice. The reduction of surface albedo by BC can
therefore continue through the summer in some regions. We
have designed our sampling strategy accordingly, collecting
snow from the tundra in spring, but from the Arctic Ocean
and the Greenland Ice Sheet in both spring and summer.

Most of the snow samples were collected in April or May,
when the snowpack is near its maximum depth and before the
onset of melting, so that the snow stratigraphy in a vertical
profile would provide samples of snow that fell at different
times during the accumulation season. We organized several
expeditions ourselves but also obtained numerous snow sam-
ples from volunteers who were carrying out research in the
Arctic for other purposes. On our own expeditions we ob-
tained vertical profiles, but much of the sampling by volun-
teers obtained only surface samples or vertically-integrated
samples. In addition to collecting snow, we also measured
the vertical profile of snow density, so that our reported con-
centration of impurities (e.g., ng BC g−1 snow) can be used
to compute the deposition flux (e.g. g BC m−2 month−1), al-
though that conversion is not carried out in this paper. At

each site we normally collected two vertical profiles sepa-
rated horizontally by 50–100 cm. This allowed us to check
for the representativeness of our measurements and to screen
for possible contamination during the sampling process.

BC is often hydrophobic, so as the snow melts it may be
left behind at the surface, where it has a greater effect on
albedo than if uniformly distributed. To investigate the verti-
cal redistribution of BC, we obtained vertical profiles of BC
in melting snow at two locations.

In the Arctic Ocean, some of the sea ice is heavily laden
with sediment, picked up by ice freezing to the sea floor on
the shallow Siberian shelf, particularly in the Kara, Laptev,
and East Siberian seas (Frey et al., 2001; Ivanov, 2005;
Eicken et al., 2003, 2005). In subsequent years the sediment
rises as the upper ice surface melts and new ice freezes to
the base. After it reaches the upper surface, the sediment
is exposed each year after the snow melts, and it reduces
the albedo of the melting multiyear ice. We did not sam-
ple sediment-laden ice, focusing our work instead on impu-
rities that reached the snow and ice by transport through the
atmosphere. We are unaware of published estimates of the
fractional area of Arctic sea ice covered by such sediment,
but from observations on icebreaker voyages by ourselves
and others, we think it is∼10% (H. Eicken and D. Darby,
personal communications, 2010).

Although the motivation for our work is the reduction of
snow albedo, we do not present albedo measurements in this
paper. The expected reduction in albedo of Arctic snow due
to BC is only 1–2%, which is significant for climate but diffi-
cult to resolve experimentally because snow albedo depends
on several other variables, principally snow grain size. To as-
sess the effect of BC (and other impurities) on snow albedo
our recommended procedure is to measure the BC content of
snow and then use a radiative-transfer model to compute the
albedo reduction. That procedure requires experimental ver-
ification, which is underway using artificial snowpacks with
large, quantified soot contamination to obtain a large signal
on albedo (Brandt et al., 2010).

3 Method

3.1 Collection of snow

Snow pits were dug in locations far from roads and villages,
so that the data would represent large areas and be unaffected
by local sources of pollution. Facing upwind, the operator,
wearing clean dust-free disposable rubber over-gloves, used
a stainless-steel spatula to put snow into a plastic bag (or al-
ternatively, pushed a glass jar into the snow). A photograph
of the procedure was shown by Tollefson (2009). It is impor-
tant to test for artifacts caused by the sampling procedure.
For example, some kinds of plastic bags can be scratched
by snow, producing plastic flakes in the meltwater that can
scavenge soot. Samples sizes of 500–1500 g were used for
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most Arctic locations. Typically samples would be collected
at vertical intervals of 5 cm throughout the snowpack, which
rarely exceeded 30 cm total depth. Duplicate samples were
collected at each layer. If there was obvious layering, for ex-
ample a thin top layer of newly fallen snow or drift snow, that
layer was collected separately, however thin.

On some of the early expeditions, snow was collected in
plastic bags that did shed flakes which scavenged soot from
meltwater. Tests using multiple samples of the same snow
layer collected in different ways indicated an average loss of
20% to the flakes. We have therefore multiplied BC concen-
trations in those samples (Canada 2007 and Russia 2007) by
a factor of 1.2.

It was not feasible to provide training in the field to all
volunteers. However, the BC values for samples collected by
volunteers fall within the range of samples collected by us
in nearby regions, so we think contamination by personnel
during the snow-sampling process was negligible and has not
affected the results.

3.2 Filtration

The snow was kept frozen until it could be processed; then it
was spooned into a clean glass beaker and melted quickly in a
microwave oven. The meltwater was passed through a filter,
using a hand-pump to create a partial vacuum, and the vol-
ume of filtrate measured. The melting typically required 3–
5 min, and the filtration another 3–5 min. This procedure was
designed to minimize the time that meltwater was in contact
with glass or plastic, because soot is often hydrophobic, and
some could be lost to the container walls instead of collected
on the filter (Ogren et al., 1983; CN85). Another reason for
keeping the snow frozen until ready for processing was to
avoid algal growth since algae can change the water chem-
istry as well as absorbing light themselves. This procedure
is essentially the same method we used to survey snow at
the South Pole (Warren and Clarke, 1990), at Vostok Station
(Fig. 10 of Grenfell et al., 1994), at Dome C Station (Fig. 6
of Warren et al., 2006), and in the Arctic Ocean (Grenfell et
al., 2002).

For routine processing, we used 0.4-µm nuclepore filters,
as were used by CN85. These were occasionally backed up
by a 0.2-µm filter to assess the undercatch, which varied from
0 to 30% depending on location (because the size distribution
of particles varies with location), averaging 15%. This agrees
with the finding of CN85 that the 0.4-µm filters collected 85–
88% of the BC in the samples of Arctic snow from Svalbard
and Greenland. Filtration through the 0.2-µm filter was too
slow for routine use. The extra time required would enhance
the risk of losses of soot to the walls of the funnel and the
0.2-µm filters are easily clogged by non-absorptive impuri-
ties (probably biopolymers) that are often present in Arctic
snow. To account for the undercatch by the 0.4-µm filter, the
derived concentrations were multiplied by a factor of 1.15 for
presentation in this paper.

For washing our glassware at locations where distilled wa-
ter was not available, we used the filtrate of our melted snow;
this gave results no different than when we washed with dis-
tilled water. For example, at the Antarctic stations at South
Pole and Vostok, we reliably analyzed snow with very low
background levels of BC (0.1–0.7 ng g−1), and were able to
make contour-maps of the BC content of snow in the vicin-
ity of the stations (Warren and Clarke, 1990; Grenfell et al.,
1994). Duplicate samples there were in good agreement.

Small samples of meltwater, both before and after filtra-
tion, were taken and refrozen for later chemical analysis,
to be used in source-attribution studies (Hegg et al., 2009,
2010). All sample collection containers were cleaned thor-
oughly at each new site with distilled water, if available, or
with filtered meltwater from the new site to avoid biasing the
chemical signatures.

3.3 Spectrophotometry

The transmittance spectrum of each filter was measured in an
integrating-sandwich spectrophotometer that incorporates an
integrating sphere as one side of the sandwich (ISSW; Gren-
fell et al., 2010). The integrating-sandwich configuration is
designed to minimize the effect of scattering by the aerosols
on the filter, so that the measured signal is a function only
of the losses due to light absorption. A set of standard filters
containing known (weighed) amounts of BC in the form of
Monarch-71 soot was used to calibrate the system for conver-
sion from measured signal to black carbon loading (µgC cm2

on the filter). The calibration standards were pre-filtered to
produce a size distribution generally representative of atmo-
spheric BC (0.4 µm mass mean diameter). These standards
were determined to have a mass absorption coefficient of
6 m2 g−1, by the methods of CN85 and Clarke et al. (1987).
The most heavily loaded calibration standard has a concen-
tration of∼30 µgC cm2. Above this concentration, the atten-
uation of light through the filter causes the ISSW signal-to-
noise ratio to become unacceptably low. Therefore, for this
study we rejected the filter samples with loadings higher than
this (<5% of all samples).

The quantity required for radiative transfer modeling of a
snowpack is the bulk snow density of the snow and the ab-
sorption coefficientkabs (m2 of absorption cross-section per
gram of snow). (Multiplied together, they give the linear ab-
sorption coefficient in units of m−1). From the filter measure-
ment,kabs is obtained as the absorption cross-section of par-
ticles on the filter, divided by the mass of meltwater passed
through the filter. For convenience in relating our results to
the predictions of atmospheric transport and deposition mod-
els, we calculatedC, the concentration of BC in snow, using
the relation:

kabs= βabsC, (1)

whereC has units (g BC)/(g snow), andβabs is the mass-
absorption cross-section (MAC) of BC (m2 g−1). There is
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ongoing research to determine the optical properties of BC
(Clarke et al., 1987, 2004; Bond and Bergstrom, 2006).
Bond and Bergstrom’s comprehensive review recommends
βabs= 7.54 m2 g−1 at λ = 550 nm, which agrees with the re-
sults of Clarke et al. (2004). This number will vary depend-
ing on the type of soot and its size distribution.

However, to estimate the radiative forcing by BC in snow,
what we really need to know is not the mass of BC but rather
its effect on snow albedo, which is closely related to its ab-
sorptance on the filter. We report here an effective BC mass
concentration, which would actually be the true mass con-
centration if the absorber in the sampled snow were identi-
cal to the soot that was used to make the weighed standards.
If βabs for the sample aerosol is in fact closer to 7.5 m2 g−1

(as suggested by Bond and Bergstrom, 2006) rather than
6.0 m2 g−1 (βabsof our calibration filters) our concentrations
will accordingly be too high – i.e. by∼25%). If the concen-
trations reported in this paper are used in radiation models,
they should be used withβabs= 6.0 m2 g−1 atλ = 550 nm, or
else scaled appropriately.

As noted by Grenfell et al. (2010), the ISSW photometer
measures all light-absorbing aerosol (LAA). If the objective
is to estimate radiative forcing rather than the carbon mass
budget, an advantage of the filter method is that it is a mea-
sure of absorption, which is closely related to the absorp-
tion of sunlight in the snowpack. Further, we can use the
wavelength-dependence of the measured absorption to de-
rive a best estimate of the BC mass as well as several other
useful quantities, as described in more detail by Grenfell et
al. (2010):

– Cmax
BC (ng g−1): maximum BCis the mass of black car-

bon per mass of snow, if all aerosol light absorption at
650–700 nm is due to BC.

– Cest
BC (ng g−1): estimated BCis the estimated true mass

of black carbon per mass of snow, derived by separat-
ing the spectrally-resolved total light absorption into BC
and non-BC fractions based on the absorptionÅngstrom
exponent (̊Atot) of the material on the filter, and by
assigning absorption̊Angstrom exponents (measured
450–600 nm) of 1.0 and 5.0 to BC and non-BC light-
absorbing aerosol (LAA) respectively.

– C
equiv
BC (ng g−1): equivalent BCis the amount of black

carbon that would need to be present in the snow to ac-
count for the wavelength-integrated total light absorp-
tion from 300 to 750 nm.

– Åtot: absorption Ångstrom exponent, calculated be-
tween 450 nm and 600 nm, for all LAA deposited on
the filter.

– f est
nonBC: fraction of light absorption by non-BC LAA,

weighted by the downwelling solar flux then spectrally
integrated.

The valuesCmax
BC andCest

BC can be used to test model repre-
sentation of the black carbon content of snow.Åtot has been
measured for atmospheric aerosol and tends to have a charac-
teristic range of values for specific source types and thus can
provide a helpful if not definitive indicator of aerosol source,
as well as providing information helpful for determining the
spectral absorption of sunlight in the snowpack.

While the focus of most studies of radiative forcing by
light absorbing aerosol (LAA) in snow has been on black
or elemental carbon, as is shown below a significant frac-
tion (typically 20–50%) of light absorption in the snowpack
is caused by non-BC LAA. Studies that account for light ab-
sorption only by BC can use the quantityC

equiv
BC as a proxy

for how much BC would be needed to account for light ab-
sorption by all LAA in the snowpack.

As indicated above, to deriveCest
BC andf est

nonBC we assume
values for the absorption̊Angstrom exponent (450–600 nm)
of 1.0 for black carbon (̊ABC) and 5.0 for the non-BC LAA
(ÅnonBC) (Grenfell et al., 2010). We base these choices on
observations that indicate BC-dominated real atmospheric
aerosol near the source (i.e., where the aerosol has not yet
internally mixed with or been coated by other constituents)
generally hasÅBC ≈ 1.0 (Rosen et al., 1978; Bond et al.,
1999; Bond, 2001; Bergstrom et al., 2002, 2007; Kirchstet-
ter et al., 2004; Schnaiter et al., 2003, 2005; Clarke et al.,
2007). Our assumed value ofÅnonBC= 5.0 is consistent with
(Kirchstetter et al., 2004;̊AnonBC≈ 5.6, calculated from his
Table 4), (Roden et al., 2006; by using the highest measured
values ofÅnonBC≈ 5 when absorption by BrC vs. BC was
highest), (Sun et al., 2007; who foundÅnonBC= 4 for humic-
like organic carbon and 6 for more polymerized organic car-
bon). However, we acknowledge thatÅnonBC is highly un-
certain. Furthermore, the source of LAA to the snow likely
differs from region to region, so we may have high biases in
Cest

BC (low biases inf est
nonBC) in one location but low (high) bi-

ases in another region. The values used here are appropriate
for light-absorbing (“brown”) organic carbon found in com-
bustion aerosols or soil. Mineral dust may also absorb light
and has also been found to have a range of values ofÅ, but
the source attribution studies of Hegg et al. (2009, 2010) in-
dicate that most of the non-BC LAA in our samples is brown
carbon, not dust. Samples with the highest values ofÅtot
will have the largest uncertainties inCest

BC andf est
nonBC since

a larger fraction of light absorption is attributable to non-BC
constituents (Fig. 1); the magnitude of these uncertainties is
discussed explicitly in Sect. 6. We note that the partitioning
of absorption due to BC vs. dust in the original CN85 sur-
vey was also based on̊A, but this was before the influence of
“brown carbon” was recognized.
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Fig. 1. Relative optical depth for absorption (top), weighted by
the downwelling solar radiation (bottom) for all light-absorbing
aerosol (red) and for BC only (black) for three sample filters cov-
ering a range of values of̊Atot measured in our survey. The ratio
of the area between the black curve and the red curve to the area
under the red curve (bottom panel) givesf est

nonBC, which for the
three cases shown is 64% (Åtot = 3.00; Canadian Arctic sample),
45% (Åtot = 2.30; sample near the North Pole) and 18% (Åtot = 1.25;
Svalbard sample).

3.4 Alternative methods

Other methods that have been used to measure BC in Arc-
tic snow and ice are the thermo-optical (TO) method and
the single-particle soot photometer (SP2). The studies that
have used those methods are cited in the appropriate sections
below. The TO method is a controlled-combustion method.
The CO2 given off by oxidation of material on a filter is mea-
sured as the filter is exposed to successively higher temper-
atures. Organic carbon (OC) is oxidized at a lower temper-
ature than elemental carbon, but some of the OC instead be-
comes charred (converted to BC), so the transmittance or re-
flectance of the filter is monitored to correct for this artifact.
Various versions of the TO method have been used, with dif-
ferent temperatures for the oxidation stages and different op-
tical arrangements, giving results that commonly differ by
factors of 2 and as much as a factor of 7 (Watson et al.,
2005). The method has been critically analyzed by Boparai
et al. (2008).

The SP2 counts individual particles of BC, obtaining a
size distribution for particles of 70–700 nm diameter. The
method was designed for sampling aerosols but has been
adapted for use with meltwater from ice cores by McConnell
et al. (2007). The calibration of the SP2 is still a subject
of research; recent intercomparisons have been reported by
Slowik et al. (2007) and Cross et al. (2010).

Our filter-transmission method does not definitively quan-
tify the mass of BC separately from that of brown carbon
and dust. As mentioned above, an advantage of our method
is that it is a measure of absorption, so it is directly related
to absorption of solar radiation in a snowpack, unlike the TO
and SP2 methods. A further advantage is that the filtering can
be carried out at a field camp or in a hotel room, without the
need to return large quantities of snow in frozen shipments
to our home laboratory.

4 Locations sampled

Figure 2 shows the overall distribution of sampling, and Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the field campaigns. Abbreviations of the
institutions involved, and other abbreviations, are given in
Appendix A. Other important characteristics of the individ-
ual measurement campaigns are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

4.1 Arctic Ocean (Fig. 2)

We now have good coverage of the central Arctic Ocean from
the expeditions listed in Table 1. Samples were obtained in
both spring and summer, of new snow, old cold snow, melting
snow, and melting sea ice.

In 1997 a ship was frozen into the ice of the Beaufort
Sea for the Surface Heat Balance of the Arctic (SHEBA)
project. In April 1998 a thorough study of BC in snow
was carried out in the region surrounding the ship. The re-
sults were published by Grenfell et al. (2002) and have been
re-analyzed with the ISSW Spectrophotometer. Nine years
later, early-April snow was collected in the vicinity of an-
other stationary ship, also in the Beaufort Sea, as part of the
APLIS/SEDNA project.

In 2005 a summer transect of the Arctic Ocean was car-
ried out by the ships Oden and Healy (HOTRAX project)
from the Bering Strait to Fram Strait. Grenfell collected sam-
ples of the surface granular layer of melting sea ice, aged
snow and newly-fallen snow from mid-August through late
September. Preliminary estimates of BC from this voyage
were published by Perovich et al. (2009).

In a summer voyage in the Beaufort Sea by researchers
from the University of Victoria in 2008, aged snow and
the granular surface layer of melting sea ice were sampled.
Newly fallen snow was also available at some locations.

For several years the North Pole Environmental Observa-
tory (NPEO) has been operating for the month of April at the
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Table 1. Field campaigns within each region, listed in order of the number of snow samples obtained.

Region Year Month Number Number Number Number Institution Comment
of sites of snow of vertical of water responsible

samples profiles1 samples
saved

Arctic Ocean

Chukchi and Beaufort Seas 1998 mid-Apr–May 2 66 0 0 UW SHEBA campaign; one site
Bering Strait to Fram Strait 2005 mid-Aug–Sep 22 54 3 0 UW HOTRAX campaign; transect

across Arctic Ocean
Beaufort Sea 2008 Jul–Aug 13 37 0 43 UVic Transect∼76◦–82◦ N
Beaufort Sea 2007 Early Apr 1 17 0 1 CRREL, UDel APLIS/SEDNA campaign;

one site
88–90◦ N 2007 Late Apr 5 5 0 6 NW Passage
5 sites north of Greenland 2008 Apr 4 4 0 2 UW Switchyard campaign
Near N. Pole 2006 Apr 1 2 0 3 UW NPEO

2008 1 4 0 0

Canada and Alaska

Canadian Arctic 2009 Apr–May 24 256 24 134 UW By Twin-Otter aircraft
to remote sites

Canadian subarctic 2007 Mar–Apr 27 51 0 12 CRREL SNOWSTAR snowmobile trek.,
Sturm et al. (2008)

N. Alaska coast 2008 Apr 1 6 0 5 UW, NPI Sea ice near Barrow
2007 May 1 1 0 0 UAF On McCall Glacier

in Brooks Range
Ellesmere Island 2006 Mar 1 1 0 0 UId Near Eureka

Greenland

South Greenland 2008 Jul 1 65 7 18 UW At Dye-2 in percolation zone
Central Greenland 2007 Jun 1 13 1 2 UW At Summit station
Northeast Greenland 2006 Aug 2 12 2 0 UW, UNIS, On ice sheet in KPCL,

GEUS access via helicopter
Northwest Greenland 2007 Jul 2 9 2 2 UW On ice sheet above Thule
Greenland AWS 2007, 2008 Apr 7 7 0 7 CU Numerous sites on GIS

Russia

Russia, 125–175◦ E 2008 Mar–May 14 352 29 50 UW, AARI Grenfell et al. (2009)
Russia, 50–110◦ E 2007 Mar–May 4 113 14 9 UW, AARI

Svalbard and Norway

Svalbard
2007, 2009 Mar–Apr 4 108 3 48 UW, NPI, UH Near Ny-Ålesund
2007 Apr 3 5 0 0 UK On sea ice around Svalbard

Norway 2008 May 1 84 9 0 UW, NPI Mountain plateau east of Tromsø

1 To qualify as a “profile”, samples from at least 3 distinct snow depths were required.

North Pole for oceanographic measurements (Morison et al.,
2002). Snow samples were collected at NPEO in 2006 and
2008. In April of 2008 and 2009, snow was also collected
for us near several helicopter-landing sites on sea ice north
of Greenland, in connection with the “Switchyard” project.

A tourist group skiing from 88◦ N to the North Pole in
April 2007 collected some snow to provide samples in the
region of the North Pole but remote from the NPEO station
activities.

4.2 Canada and Alaska (Fig. 3)

In March–April 2007 Matthew Sturm led a 4200-km snow-
mobile trek across subarctic Alaska and Canada, terminating
at Baker Lake (Sturm et al., 2008). Snow samples were col-
lected at 28 sites, mostly remote from settlements. At each

site a sample of the surface snow was collected, and also a
vertically-integrated sample from 0 to 20 cm depth. A few
of these samples were rejected because the filter loading was
too high for accurate measurement. Samples from Site 11
were rejected because they were made in close proximity to
the Kugluktuk copper mine.

In April–May 2009 we surveyed the Canadian Arctic Is-
lands. A Twin-Otter ski plane was used to sample snow
at 24 remote locations on frozen lakes, on sea ice, on tun-
dra, and on small ice caps. This method was very efficient
because snow unaffected by local pollution was available a
short walk from the airplane. To collect 300 samples required
just two weeks, by comparison to the expedition to Eastern
Siberia in 2008 where two months were required to collect a
similar number of samples.
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Fig. 2. All snow-sampling locations used in this paper.

Fig. 3. Map showing sampling locations in Canada and Alaska (2007 and 2009) and vicinity. The numbering of Canadian subarctic and
Canadian Arctic sites corresponds to the numbering in Table 5.
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Snow was collected by volunteers near Eureka in north-
ern Ellesmere Island during May 2007 and during the same
month on McCall Glacier, in the eastern Brooks Range of
Alaska, just 100 km from the Arctic Ocean. Snow was sam-
pled in April 2008 on the sea ice of Elson Lagoon, 10 km
east of Barrow, Alaska in the normal upwind direction from
town. Spectral albedo was also measured at this site and used
in a comparison with aircraft measurements of the ARCTAS
project (Lyapustin et al., 2010).

4.3 Greenland (Fig. 4)

Greenland is different from the other regions of the Arctic in
that it retains a large area of snow cover through the summer.
Over most of this area, but not all, the snow is melting during
at least part of the summer. We therefore obtained samples
in both spring and summer, with many of the summertime
surface samples having experienced melt.

Professor Konrad Steffen has established an array of au-
tomatic weather stations (AWSs) at and above the 2000-
m level on the Greenland Ice Sheet (GIS) (Steffen et al.,
1996; Steffen and Box, 2001). While servicing those sta-
tions in April each year, he and his coworkers collected snow
samples for us.

Helicopter flights permitted sampling at two sites on the
GIS in northeast Greenland in the summer of 2006 (Bøggild
et al., 2010). Summertime samples were also gathered from
Summit station and on the ice sheet above Thule in 2007.
Sampling of three snowpits to 60-cm depth, with vertical
resolution of 1–2 cm, was carried out in the percolation
zone of the GIS at the “Raven” station (Dye-2; elevation
2316 m) during the summer of 2008. The fine vertical sam-
pling was done to study how BC is redistributed vertically
during melting.

4.4 Russia (Fig. 5)

A collaboration of the University of Washington (UW) with
the Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute (AARI) in St. Pe-
tersburg was established under the framework of the Inter-
national Polar Year (IPY). The sites sampled (Fig. 5) were
mostly on the tundra bordering the Arctic Ocean, or in the
forest-tundra transition zone just to the south. A few sites
were sampled in the subarctic larch forests near Yakutsk
(62◦ N). Commercial flights were taken in 2007 to Nar’yan-
Mar, Vorkuta, Dikson, and Khatanga, and in 2008 to Yakutsk,
Tiksi, Cherskiy, and Pevek. In each of these cities surface
transport was organized to drive out 30–100 km away from
the city, on roads, on frozen rivers, on sea ice, or cross-
country. Personnel would then walk perpendicular to the
road, collecting snow at 400, 800, and 1200 m distance from
the road. There was no significant difference among the
BC values as a function of distance from the road, indicat-
ing that 400 m, or even less, was adequate to avoid pollution
from traffic.

There was one opportunity to take a longer overland trip,
∼300 km, from Cherskiy (Yakutia) to Bilibino (Chukotka);
snow samples were collected en route. There was also one
opportunity to obtain samples on sea ice farther from the
coast north of Tiksi, near the Laptev Polynya, with assis-
tance from a joint German-Russian project deploying to that
location by helicopter. A summary of results from the Rus-
sian expeditions and some photographs were published by
Grenfell et al. (2009).

4.5 Svalbard and Norway

In 2007, a collaboration of UW with the Norwegian Polar In-
stitute (NPI) was established to compare methods of measur-
ing BC and methods of measuring spectral albedo. Surface
snow was collected in March–April 2007 near the research
establishment at Ny-̊Alesund, Svalbard (78.9◦ N, 11.9◦ E),
on tundra and on glaciers (Fig. 2). In 2009, a few sam-
ples were again collected from a glacier near Ny-Ålesund for
comparison with the NPI measurement. These samples were
taken in close proximity to where snow had been collected
in 1983 for CN85. Individual snowfall events were sampled
from March through May 2007. In April 2007 snow sam-
ples were also collected on sea ice along the north coast of
Svalbard (∼80◦ N, 15◦ E).

Snow was collected in Spring 2008 on a mountain plateau
(Fjellheisen) above the city of Tromsø, Norway (∼69.5◦ N,
19.0◦ E) near the cable-car station. Vertical profiles were col-
lected at∼2-day intervals in late May to examine the vertical
redistribution of BC during melting.

5 Results

5.1 Regional averages

Of approximately 1600 snow samples collected, about 1200
are used in this study; the others were from duplicate pits or
were superseded by profiles at more remote locations nearby.
Regional averages ofCmax

BC , Cest
BC, C

equiv
BC , Åtot andf est

nonBC are
given in Table 2. The lowest concentrations of BC are found
in snow on the Greenland Ice Sheet withCest

BC ∼ 3 ng g−1,
in agreement with CN85 and with measurements by other
methods (TO and SP2) from that region (Cachier and Pertu-
isot, 1994; Ch́ylek et al., 1992, 1995; Hagler et al., 2007a,
b; McConnell et al., 2007). Because of the high altitude of
the Greenland sampling sites (most above 2000 m), this is
likely an indication of the regional free troposphere concen-
trations. In contrast, the Arctic Ocean samples are all taken
at sea level, withCest

BC ∼ 7 ng g−1 basin-wide in springtime
surface snow. Concentrations are lower near the North Pole
than at lower latitudes (Table 3). There is an apparent gradi-
ent on the western side of the Arctic inCest

BC from the North
Pole region (∼5 ng g−1) to the lower-latitude Arctic Ocean
(∼10 ng g−1) and Arctic Alaska/Canada (∼8 ng g−1), then
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Fig. 4. Map showing sampling locations in Greenland (2006–2008) and vicinity.

Fig. 5. Map showing sampling locations in Russia (2007 and 2008).
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Table 2. Median values for surface snow and sea ice samples within a given region; for western Russia an average is used because there are
only three sites contributing to the average. Standard deviations (1σ) are also given where more than six values are available. Samples where
surface snow had experienced melt are excluded; they are given in other tables. Data from Vorkuta are not included for Western Russia
because Vorkuta is a large industrial city, and we judged the sampling locations to be insufficiently distant from the city to be regionally
representative. The sea-ice samples are of the top surface of the sea ice after the snow has melted.

f est
nonBC Åtot C

equiv
BC Cmax

BC Cest
BC

(%) (ng g−1) ( ng g−1) (ng g−1)

Snow samples

Arctic Ocean, spring median 38± 5 2.1± 0.2 12± 5 9± 3 7± 3
Arctic Ocean, summer median 45± 6 2.2± 0.4 14± 15 10± 10 8± 8
Canadian and Alaskan Arctic median 45± 8 2.3± 0.3 14± 7 10± 4 8± 3
Canadian sub-Arctic median 42± 6 2.2± 0.2 20± 12 15± 9 14± 9
Greenland, spring median 51± 6 2.5± 0.2 7± 3 5± 2 4± 2
Greenland, summer median 47± 14 2.5± 0.6 3± 3 2± 2 1± 1
western Russia average 25 1.6 34 30 27
eastern Russia median 46± 8 2.4± 0.4 48± 90 39± 59 34± 46

average 44 2.3 87 61 48
Svalbard median 26± 10 1.7± 0.4 18± 12 14± 10 13± 9
Tromsø, Norway median 26± 9 1.6± 0.4 29± 16 24± 14 21± 12

Sea ice samples

Arctic Ocean, summer median 49± 8 2.3± 0.3 15± 20 9± 11 7± 7

down to sub-Arctic Canada (14 ng g−1). The eastern Arctic
sites at similar latitudes to the Canadian Arctic have approx-
imately double the concentrations (21, 27 and 34 ng g−1, re-
spectively for Tromsø, West Russia and East Russia). Sval-
bard, also in the eastern Arctic but farther north (∼80◦ N)
has a median concentration of 13 ng g−1, as compared to
8 ng g−1 in Arctic Canada, which spans∼70–78◦ N. This
suggests that sources in northern Russia and northern Europe
play a stronger role in reducing Arctic snow albedo than do
sources in North America, consistent with what is predicted
by models (e.g. Flanner et al., 2007, 2009; Koch et al., 2009).

The estimated BC concentrations are also more variable
in the eastern Arctic (relative standard deviations 60%, 66%
and 115% for Tromsø, Svalbard and E. Russia respectively)
and in the Canadian sub-Arctic (64%) than for the Cana-
dian/Alaskan Arctic (39%) and Arctic Ocean (38%). This
likely reflects a closer proximity to sources. The relatively
high variability in Cest

BC for Greenland (50% spring; 100%
summer) may be due in part to measurement uncertainty,
but our analysis indicates that this accounts for<10% of
the variability (Grenfell et al., 2010). More likely, especially
for the summertime data, variations in deposition and/or in-
snow processes (undetected melt; sublimation) are playing
a large role.

The variations discussed above reflect the spatial variabil-
ity of concentrations within these sometimes very large re-
gions (Figs. 2–5). As a test of individual snow samples’ rep-
resentativeness of a given sampling location, in Fig. 6 we
compare side-by-side samples that were separated horizon-
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Fig. 6. Side-by-side samples were taken at the surface and through-
out the vertical column for the sampling sites in East and West
Russia, the Canadian Arctic and at Tromsø, Norway. Shown is a
histogram of the left/right ratios ofCest

BC for paired samples. The
average 1-σ spread in the ratios was±0.27 for Tromsø,±0.34 for
the Canadian Arctic and±0.42 for Russia.

tally by 50–100 cm. The two are almost always within 50%
of one another and typically are within 20–30% of each other.
The largest differences are found in snowpits with strong ver-
tical gradients in BC concentration, so that vertical variations
caused apparent horizontal variations due to imperfect verti-
cal coincidence of the two samples at the same level. (This
mismatch can be caused by wind-scouring on the scale of
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Table 3. Median values for snow samples from the Arctic Ocean, segregated by sampling region (Fig. 2), season and snow type.

Year f est
nonBC Åtot C

equiv
BC Cmax

BC Cest
BC # Field

(%) (ng g−1) (ng g−1) (ng g−1) samp. Campaign

Central Arctic

April/May: aged surface snow

2006 33 1.9 10 8 7 2 NPEO
2007 45 2.3 6 4 3 7 NPEO/NW Passage
2008 36 2.0 9 7 6 4 Switchyard

September: new snow

2005 47 2.2 6 4 3 2 HOTRAX

September: aged surface snow

2005 43 2.2 9 7 5 6 HOTRAX

September: windpack snow

2005 38 1.9 25 18 15 3 HOTRAX

Canadian Basin 80◦–88◦ N

August/September: new snow

2005, 2008 52 2.4 6 4 3 9 HOTRAX/U. Vic

August: “aged surface snow” (sea ice?)

2005 44 2.2 15 11 9 9 HOTRAX

August–September: “windpack snow” (sea ice?)

2005, 2008 46 2.2 36 25 20 6 HOTRAX/U. Vic

North of Greenland

late April/early May: aged surface snow

2008 43 2.3 14 10 8 2 Switchyard
2008 49 2.5 11 8 6 2 Switchyard

Canadian Basin 74◦–80◦ N

April: aged surface snow

2007 39 2.1 20 14 12 5 APLIS

April: windpack snow

2007 38 2.0 19 14 12 6 APLIS

April: sub-surface snow

2007 36 1.9 12 9 8 4 APLIS

April: average over full snowpack depth

1998 45 2.2 11 8 7 39 SHEBA

May: average over full snowpack depth

1998 39 2.0 15 11 9 27 SHEBA

August: new snow

2008 29 1.3 9 8 6 2 U. Vic

August: “aged surface snow” (sea ice?)

2008 46 2.3 31 21 16 5 U. Vic

August: “aged sub-surface snow” (sea ice?)

2008 48 2.0 15 10 8 5 U. Vic

August: “windpack snow” (sea ice?)

2008 53 2.6 55 36 26 1 U. Vic
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the horizontal separation of the samples). The distribution of
ratios for the surface pairs only (not shown) is nearly iden-
tical to that shown in Fig. 6 for all side-by-side pairs. Thus,
it appears that there are variations in snow BC concentra-
tions at the meter scale horizontally which, in some loca-
tions, are of the same order as the regional-scale variability
in concentrations (20–30% vs. 30–60%). This emphasizes
the importance of gathering multiple samples from both a
given sampling location and a given region in order to ob-
tain representative concentration values. By comparison, the
mean absolute difference in̊Atot for side-by-side pairs was
only 0.11, much less than the variability inÅtot within a given
region (Fig. 7). This implies that, in contrast to the concen-
trations, the aerosol type is essentially invariant at the small
(meters) scale.

At all locations Åtot(450–600 nm) always exceeds 1.0
(Fig. 7, Table 2) and, for the regionally-averaged surface
snow samples, 20%–50% of spectrally integrated light ab-
sorption is due to species other than BC (Table 2). In par-
ticular, the non-BC constituents dominate light absorption at
wavelengths 300–500 nm, especially for aerosol with high
Åtot (Fig. 1). Our photometric measurements extend down
only to 420 nm, so we extrapolate the absorption optical
depth linearly from 420 nm down to 300 nm (as well as from
700 nm up to 750 nm) in order to capture the spectral range
where absorption of solar radiation by impurities in the snow-
pack is significant (Grenfell et al., 2010). This makesf est

nonBC

andC
equiv
BC the most uncertain of our derived quantities, all

of the rest of which depend only on the measured absorp-
tion values between 420 and 700 nm. Regardless, it is clear
that in order to accurately calculate the radiative forcing of
light-absorbing aerosol in Arctic snow one must accurately
represent not only black carbon concentrations and optical
properties but also the concentrations and optical properties
of “brown” (light-absorbing) organic carbon and/or soil dust.
This presents a challenge, as studies to date have found a
wide range of spectral absorption properties for both brown
carbon and soil dust (e.g. Kirchstetter et al., 2004; Lafon et
al., 2006; Linke et al., 2006; Hoffer et al., 2006; Bergstrom
et al., 2007; Clarke et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2007).

Generally, urban and industrial fossil fuel emissions have
absorptionÅngstrom exponents of 1.0–1.5 (Millikan, 1961;
Rosen et al., 1978; Bergstrom et al., 2007). However,
this can vary depending on the material being burned, the
burn temperature and other conditions, soÅ can be>2 for
aerosol from, e.g., inefficient coal burning (Bond et al., 1999;
Bond, 2001). The wavelength-dependence of biomass burn-
ing aerosol is even more variable than for fossil fuel aerosol,
but in general it tends to be higher, with measured values as
low as 1.1 but most falling in the 1.5–2.5 range (Kirchstetter
et al., 2004; Bergstrom et al., 2007; Clarke et al., 2007). The
spectral absorption properties of dust are even more poorly
constrained than for biomass burning but are also higher than
for fossil fuel emissions (2< Å< 5; Fialho et al., 2005; La-
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Fig. 7. Histograms of the frequency of occurrence of the absorption
Ångstrom exponent̊Atot(450–600 nm) within different sampling re-
gions. Samples from all snow depths are included.

fon et al., 2006; Linke et al., 2006; Meloni et al., 2006;
Bergstrom et al., 2007; M̈uller et al., 2009). Thus,̊Atot can
not be used definitively to separate fossil-fuel vs. biomass
burning or dust as the source of light-absorbing material in
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snow, but generally we expect lower values for samples more
heavily influenced by fossil-fuel burning and higher values
where biomass burning or dust plays a larger role.

In collecting snow samples in the field we observed that
dust was common in the snow in parts of the Arctic where
the snow is so thin that not all the ground is covered. In
gathering samples we tried to avoid obviously soil/dust-laden
snow, and as shown by Hegg et al. (2009, 2010) many of our
filters are brown not because the snow contains soil dust but
rather because it contains organic carbon.

The relatively lower absorptionÅngstrom exponents
(Åtot ∼ 1.6−1.7; Table 2 and Fig. 7) for Svalbard, Tromsø,
and Western Russia suggest that the former sites are more
heavily influenced by fossil-fuel pollution, whereas the val-
ues of Åtot from surface snow in Greenland (2.5) and the
Canadian/Alaskan Arctic (2.3) are more consistent with
biomass burning pollution or dust. Intermediate values are
found in Eastern Russia, the Canadian sub-Arctic and sum-
mertime Arctic ocean (∼2.2), and in the springtime Arctic
(∼2.1), suggesting they are influenced by a mix of sources.
Hegg et al. (2009, 2010) chemically analyzed the meltwater
and filters from a subset of the snow samples from the Arctic
Ocean, Greenland, Canada, and Eastern and Western Rus-
sia that are photometrically analyzed here, then performed
a source-attribution study using positive matrix factorization
(PMF) analysis. They found that, in all of these locations
except the Arctic Ocean, biomass burning was the dominant
source of light-absorbing aerosol in the snow, whereas in the
Arctic Ocean the dominant source was industrial pollution.
Based on this we would expect the Arctic Ocean values of
Åtot to be systematically lower than for Greenland, Canada
or Russia. While this is not apparent (Table 2 and Fig. 7),
Hegg et al. (2009, 2010) were studying the source of BC and
non-BC LAA in the snow, so sources associated with higher
concentrations are given more weight. Further, in the Hegg
et al. (2009, 2010) studies, the only samples analyzed from
the Arctic Ocean were from near the North Pole (“Central
Arctic April/May aged surface snow” in Table 3). In this re-
gion, the higher values of̊Atot (2.3) are associated with low
concentrations of BC (Cest

BC < 3 ng g−1), whereas̊Atot is ≤2.0
for the higher-concentration samples (6–7 ng g−1) samples,
so the concentration-weighted medianÅtot would be lower
than that given in Table 2. In both eastern and western Rus-
sia Hegg et al. (2009, 2010) found that most of the BC was
from biomass burning, but in western Russia there was also
a significant contribution from pollution (Hegg et al., 2009)
which did not show up in the eastern Russia samples (Hegg
et al., 2010), consistent with the lower values ofÅtot in west-
ern than in eastern Russia. Hegg et al. (2009, 2010) have not
yet done a source attribution analysis for the samples from
Tromsø or Svalbard where the values ofÅtot are low. Thus it
would be beneficial to expand the source-attribution study to
include samples from these and other sites in the European
sector of the Arctic.

In addition to the springtime Arctic Ocean snow samples,
we also have measurements of bare melting sea ice from two
summertime ship-based campaigns (HOTRAX and U. Vic).
In summer the sea ice is wet and melting, and the surface of
drained melting sea ice is a decomposed granular layer sev-
eral centimeters thick which resembles coarse-grained snow
(median grain radius∼2 mm) (Perovich et al., 2002). New
snowfall also occasionally occurs in summer. Therefore in-
terpretation of these results is more complicated than for the
spring samples, and there is the possibility that some were
incorrectly categorized, e.g. as aged snow when in fact they
were melting sea ice. The estimated BC concentrations for
the summertime sea ice are, on average, very similar to those
for both spring and summer snow, and like the summer snow
are highly variable. The absorption̊Angstrom exponent is
also somewhat higher in the summer sea ice than in spring-
time snow, possibly attributable to more silt in the sea-ice
samples than in the snow samples. Further discussion is
given below, where we look in more detail at the results
within each region.

The range of values shown in Table 2, 2–50 ng g−1,
is intermediate between those of Antarctic snow (0.2–
0.6 ng g−1; Warren and Clarke, 1990; Grenfell et al., 1994)
and those of midlatitude industrial regions (50–1000 ng g−1;
Huang et al., 2011).

5.2 Results by region

While the regional averages given in Table 2 are useful
for getting a sense of Arctic-wide concentrations of light-
absorbing aerosol in the snow, a detailed analysis of the data
within a given region is necessary for rigorous testing against
models and for insight into the variations in concentration
and LAA type. These are given in separate tables for the
Arctic Ocean, Canada and Alaska, Greenland, Russia, and
Norway and Svalbard.

5.2.1 Arctic Ocean

We have both spring and summer samples for the Arctic
Ocean region, with the summertime samples including both
snow and melting ice. We separately analyze the snow sam-
ples (Table 3) and the sea ice samples (Table 4), grouping
the snow samples into four geographic sub-regions (Fig. 2,
Table 3). We caution that summertime samples collected by
volunteers may have been misclassified as aged snow rather
than melting sea ice, because the two can appear nearly in-
distinguishable.

Newly fallen snow samples from August and September
in the central Arctic and Canadian Basin have lower concen-
trations (averageCest

BC 4 ng g−1) than does most aged snow
in both spring and summer. Wind-packed snow has the
highest concentrations, withCest

BC of 15 ng g−1 in spring and
20 ng g−1 in autumn, though the value of 26 ng g−1 for sum-
mertime “windpacked snow” may be a case of misidentifica-
tion of sea ice as snow.
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Table 4. Values for bare sea ice samples from the Arctic Ocean in summer. There is one sample per measurement shown.

Year Lat N Lon E f est
nonBC Åtot C

equiv
BC Cmax

BC Cest
BC sample depth

(%) (ng g−1) (ng g−1) (ng g−1) (cm)

Bare first-year sea ice

2005 76.035 202.070 44 2.1 8 6 5 surface
2005 78.439 197.321 43 2.1 7 5 4 surface
2005 78.291 183.321 49 2.3 7 5 4 surface

Melting sea ice

2005 87.660 150.902 57 2.7 67 37 23 surface
2008 78.000 220.420 37 1.9 24 18 15 0–2
2008 78.000 220.420 39 2.0 15 11 9 2–8

Sea ice cores

2005 78.439 197.321

53 2.4 11 7 5 0–7.5
57 2.6 8 5 3 7.5–15
50 2.3 9 6 5 15–22.5
64 2.9 11 6 4 22.5–30

2005 87.660 150.902

60 2.8 37 22 15 0–6
61 2.8 24 14 10 6–12
53 2.5 38 24 18 12–18
51 2.5 61 38 30 18–24

2005 88.456 213.468

52 2.4 15 9 7 0–7
51 2.3 8 5 4 7–14
44 1.9 4 3 2 14–21
47 2.2 9 6 5 21–28

The higher concentrations in aged snow may be the result
of concentration by sublimation, or by dry depositional pro-
cesses. They could also result from a mis-assignment of dust-
absorption to BC-absorption, and this may be particularly a
factor for the wind-packed snow which is more likely to con-
tain dust. A high-bias inCest

BC could result if theÅngstrom
exponent of dust (or other non-BC LAA) is less than 5.0,
in which case we would be interpreting light absorption by
the non-BC LAA as being due to BC. At present we cannot
distinguish these two possibilities. We doubt that sediment-
laden sea ice is a significant source of dust for the snow, be-
cause the sediment is not exposed at the surface until after the
snow melts, and thereafter it is wetted by the melting sea ice
so could not be lifted by wind. The sediment also melts into
the ice, forming cryoconite holes several tens of cm below
the ice surface.

Three samples from bare first-year sea ice in the south-
ern Canadian Basin (first three entries in Table 4) had BC
concentrations similar to those of newly fallen snow (4–
5 ng g−1). Melting sea ice had considerably higher con-
centrations (9–23 ng g−1), consistent with the consolidation
of BC due to incomplete washout with melt. Three sea
ice “cores” from the Canadian Basin show no apparent
trend with latitude, though there is some indication of BC

enhancement at the ice surface vs. just below the surface,
again consistent with retention of BC (or sediment) at the
surface during melt.

The complexity of these samples and their interpretation
highlights a difficulty in determining how much BC from
combustion aerosol is lowering Arctic snow and sea ice
albedo. Clearly, one must know more than the deposition
rate of BC to the surface. Also important are understanding
post-depositional processes that occur in the snow and sea-
ice that can alter BC concentrations, and knowing whether
sediment is also present in sufficient concentrations to sig-
nificantly reduce snow/ice albedo. In summer there is the
added complication that there is a mix of aged snow, melt-
ing snow, melting sea ice, and occasionally new snow, all
of which have different grain sizes and therefore different
albedo reductions for a given BC concentration (Fig. 7 of
Warren and Wiscombe, 1980).

5.2.2 Canada and Alaska

The most striking aspect of the Canadian and Alaskan Arctic
data set (Table 5) is the uniformity in the data across a broad
geographic area. The 2009 data set spans 60◦ of longitude
and∼10◦of latitude (Fig. 3), including snow on tundra, small
ice caps, frozen lakes, and sea ice (Fig. 8), but the standard
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deviation of BC concentrations in surface snow is only 38%.
For this field campaign, samples were taken from throughout
the snowpack depth (typically 5–7 sample depths) from the
top of the snowpack down to the ground or ice surface, a total
of 306 samples. Ignoring the lowermost samples because of
possible contamination by soil or sea-ice algae, 256 samples
remained for analysis. On the assumption that the seasonal-
ity of the snowfall was similar across the whole region, we
plot data from all 24 profiles together versus the fraction of
total snowpack depth (Fig. 9) to look for seasonal changes in
concentrations and type of LAA. These profiles show a de-
crease inCest

BC from ∼8 ng g−1 at the surface, corresponding
to April snowfall, to∼ 5ng g−1 for early winter snow (low-
est 30% of snowpack). There are occasional excursions to
higher values in the bottom 40% of the snowpacks. This is
snow from when total snowpack depth was∼5–20 cm, so
it is possible that windblown soil is biasing these results, if
we are not accurately distinguishing the contributions to light
absorption by BC vs. soil dust. This increase in deposition of
BC to the snowpack moving from winter into spring is con-
sistent with an increase in agricultural burning as the snow
melts at lower latitudes. It could also be due to an increased
efficiency of transport of pollution into the region with the
change of seasons, or to a combination of the two. There is
some indication of a slight increase inf est

nonBC in the middle of
the snowpack (Fig. 9), but generally it varies between 30%
and 50% throughout the snowpack depth. These combined
results point to a common source type for BC through both
winter and spring.

Hegg et al. (2010) carried out a corresponding chemical
analysis in which they concluded that almost all the BC was
associated with burning of crops and grasslands throughout
the snowpack depth. The absorptionÅngstrom exponents,
Åtot, shown in Table 5 are consistent with this finding, which
applied across all but two regions: Sites 1–3 near Inuvik
(Fig. 3) had a prominent boreal biomass source signature in
autumn and early winter; these are the only sites of the expe-
dition that were located within the boreal forest. Sites 19–21,
near the tailings of an abandoned metals mine on Little Corn-
wallis Island, showed BC in the sub-surface snow layers to be
approximately equally attributable to crop/grassland burning
and pollution.

In addition to the 2009 Canadian Arctic survey we
also have a springtime surface snow sample from northern
Ellesmere Island in 2007 (Eureka, EUR) and samples from
two sites on the north slope of Alaska in 2008: Barrow
(BRW) and the McCall Glacier (MCG) (Fig. 2; Table 5).
The concentrations,̊Atot andf est

nonBC from these sites fit well
within the range of values from our 2009 data.

The BC content of the Canadian subarctic samples from
2007 is systematically higher than that of the Canadian Arc-
tic samples, at∼14 ng g−1, and also shows greater variabil-
ity, exhibiting a standard deviation of 9 ng g−1, compared to
3 ng g−1 for the Arctic samples (Table 2).

Fig. 8. Thin snow on sea ice in the Canadian Arctic, Site 4, near
Cape Parry (70◦ N, 125◦ W).

5.2.3 Greenland

The Greenland data are a mix of samples from spring (all Au-
tomated Weather Station, AWS, sites) and summer (KPCL,
Summit, Thule and Dye-2); we display data for these two
seasons separately in Table 6. The summertime snow ap-
pears to be cleaner than the springtime snow (medianCest

BC
1.7 ng g−1 vs. 3.5 ng g−1), but these sample sets are from dif-
ferent locations so this could reflect spatial rather than sea-
sonal variations. However, vertical profiles from the Dye-
2 station (Fig. 10) afford an opportunity to see how LAA
changes from spring to summer. Dye-2 is in the ”percolation
zone” of southern Greenland. In a typical year about 1 m of
snow falls in winter and spring, with density∼300 kg m−3.
During July about half of that accumulation melts, but the
meltwater refreezes in the cold snow below. We obtained
vertical profiles on 25 July 2008, just after a snowfall event
had deposited 7 cm of new snow on top of the melting snow.
Three snowpits were sampled, at distances 5, 30, and 60 km
from the station, in the normal upwind direction (south). The
30-km profile showed no higher BC concentrations than the
60-km profile, indicating that they were not influenced by
pollution from the station. The snow was sampled down to
60 cm depth, which probably includes nearly the full depth
of the 2007–2008 accumulation season; the buried surface-
melt layer from the summer of 2007 is probably located just
below the bottom of the snowpit.

Two features are apparent in Fig. 10. First, the concen-
trations are dramatically higher in the melt layer (centered
∼10 cm depth), which had been at the surface for several
weeks, than for the new snow or for the deeper snow (below
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Table 5. Median values from the Canadian sub-Arctic (2007) and the Canadian (2009) and Alaskan (2007, 2008) Arctic. The 2009 sample
sites are numbered, as given in Fig. 3; a 2007 sample from Eureka, Canada (EUR) and samples from Barrow (BRW) and McCall Glacier,
Alaska (MCG) are included in the Arctic data set. For the sub-Arctic samples, surface samples are of the top 1 cm of the snow, and the
depth-integrated samples are of the top 20 cm of the snow. For the Canadian Arctic, surface samples are typically from the top 1–3 cm of the
snow and the sub-surface samples from all depths below this, excluding the lowest sample in order to avoid contamination by surface soil
or sea-ice algae. For the Arctic Canada sites 1–24, duplicate samples were taken at each level; the average of the pair is considered a single
sample in this table. The sub-arctic samples are all from the snowmobile traverse of Sturm et al. (2008).

Site Lat N Lon E snow f est
nonBC Åtot C

equiv
BC Cmax

BC Cest
BC surface: #

depth sub-surf samp.
(cm) (%) (ng g−1) (ng g−1) (ng g−1) Cest

BC

Canadian and Alaskan Arctic

1 68.986 224.938 38 surface 45 2.3 11 8 6
0.6

1
sub-surface 47 2.8 18 12 10 5

2 69.635 227.819 33 surface 43 2.2 17 12 10
1.1

1
sub-surface 44 2.3 17 12 9 4

3 68.568 230.477 29 surface 34 1.9 12 10 8
1.3

1
sub-surface 42 2.2 11 8 6 4

4 70.067 235.027 21 surface 56 2.7 20 13 9
0.8

3
sub-surface 54 2.6 26 16 12 3

5 69.895 247.253 20 surface 40 2.1 11 8 7
0.4

2
sub-surface 55 2.8 34 21 15 2

6 69.663 250.904 27 surface 39 2.1 10 7 6
1.3

1
sub-surface 44 2.3 8 6 5 4

7 66.171 255.626 30 surface 38 2.1 20 15 13
2.1

1
sub-surface 40 2.1 10 7 6 4

8 68.305 255.913 22 surface 47 2.4 13 9 7
0.8

2
sub-surface 50 2.5 16 11 8 3

9 68.824 264.711 23 surface 46 2.3 17 12 9
1.1

2
sub-surface 46 2.3 16 11 8 2

10 67.878 283.30 20 surface 41 2.1 13 9 8
1.5

1
sub-surface 36 2.0 8 6 5 3

11 69.280 282.954 29 surface 45 2.3 14 10 8
1.7

1
sub-surface 46 2.3 9 6 5 3

12 67.155 274.739 37 surface 44 2.3 16 12 9
1.4

2
sub-surface 36 2.0 10 8 7 4

13 66.762 269.309 20 surface 42 2.2 11 8 7
0.6

2
sub-surface 51 2.6 23 15 11 2

14 71.151 280.752 38 surface 48 2.4 12 8 6
2.0

2
sub-surface 50 2.5 7 4 3 5

15 72.341 277.654 77 surface 36 2.0 13 10 9
2.2

2
sub-surface 32 1.8 6 5 4 8

16 72.630 261.336 19 surface 48 2.4 29 20 15
1.4

1
sub-surface 47 2.4 21 14 11 3

17 72.566 259.193 27 surface 27 1.7 19 15 14
1.8

1
sub-surface 46 2.3 14 10 8 4

18 73.696 260.782 42 surface 36 2.0 11 9 7
0.4

1
sub-surface 39 2.1 31 21 17 5

19 76.555 255.268 18 surface 38 2.0 13 10 8
1.0

2
sub-surface 42 2.2 14 10 8 3

20 76.633 263.788 21 surface 57 2.7 25 16 11
3.1

1
sub-surface 72 3.3 12 6 3 2
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Table 5. Continued.

Site Lat N Lon E snow f est
nonBC Åtot C

equiv
BC Cmax

BC Cest
BC surface: #

depth sub-surf samp.
(cm) (%) (ng g−1) (ng g−1) (ng g−1) Cest

BC

21 75.497 263.855 26 surface 42 2.2 15 10 8
0.9

2
sub-surface 52 2.6 19 12 9 3

22 76.867 274.786 63 surface 49 2.5 17 11 9
1.5

2
sub-surface 43 2.2 10 7 6 7

23 75.460 271.149 20 surface 49 2.5 39 25 19
1.9

1
sub-surface 65 3.1 28 16 10 3

24 75.265 269.634 25 surface 36 2.0 17 13 11
0.8

2
sub-surface 38 2.1 22 16 13 3

EUR 80.083 273.300 n/a surface 61 2.6 30 18 12 n/a 1
BRW 71.325 203.567 n/a surface 53 2.6 19 13 9 n/a 6
MCG 69.300 216.200 n/a surface 46 2.2 9 7 5 n/a 2

Canadian and Alaskan Sub-Arctic (2007)

1 66.256 215.231 33 surface 39 2.1 43 32 31
1.4

1
depth-integrated 53 2.5 38 25 22 1

2 67.568 221.702 32 surface 39 2.1 13 10 9
1.2

1
depth-integrated 62 2.8 17 10 8 1

3 67.160 229.702 41 surface 40 2.0 15 12 11
1.3

1
depth-integrated 39 2.0 12 9 9 1

4 64.934 235.256 48 surface 53 2.5 9 6 5
0.8

1
depth-integrated 44 2.2 10 7 7 1

5 65.379 237.337 22 surface n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
n/a

1
depth-integrated 40 2.1 17 13 12 1

6 65.607 237.740 36 surface 33 1.8 14 11 11
1.5

1
depth-integrated 36 2.0 10 8 7 1

7 65.788 238.217 23 surface 36 1.9 23 18 18
1.7

1
depth-integrated 42 2.2 15 11 11 1

8 66.230 238.934 28 surface 49 2.5 14 9 7
0.4

1
depth-integrated 41 2.1 25 19 18 1

9 66.353 239.364 23 surface 33 1.9 19 16 16
0.8

1
depth-integrated 41 2.2 29 21 20 1

10 66.900 241.062 34 surface 51 2.5 19 13 11
2.6

1
depth-integrated 55 2.7 8 5 4 1

12 66.655 246.440 21 surface 48 2.4 63 42 39
3.5

1
depth-integrated 37 2.0 15 11 11 1

13 65.957 247.578 32 surface 46 2.3 17 12 9
0.8

1
depth-integrated 41 2.1 16 12 11 1

14 65.087 248.546 28 surface 51 2.5 22 15 13
0.9

1
depth-integrated 45 2.3 21 15 14 1

15 64.747 248.146 32 surface 43 2.2 31 23 21
1.3

1
depth-integrated 41 2.1 23 17 17 1

17 64.522 249.463 36 surface n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
n/a

1
depth-integrated 51 2.4 45 29 26 1

18 64.352 250.319 33 surface 39 2.1 21 16 16
1.3

1
depth-integrated 47 2.4 20 13 12 1

19 64.086 251.489 32 surface 36 2.0 46 35 35
1.2

1
depth-integrated 37 2.0 39 30 30 1
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Table 5. Continued.

Site Lat N Lon E snow f est
nonBC Åtot C

equiv
BC Cmax

BC Cest
BC surface: #

depth sub-surf samp.
(cm) (%) (ng g−1) (ng g−1) (ng g−1) Cest

BC

20 64.011 252.424 50 surface 39 2.1 25 19 19
1.4

1
depth-integrated 44 2.3 19 14 13 1

21 63.751 253.456 31 surface 43 2.2 14 11 10
0.6

1
depth-integrated 44 2.2 24 18 16 1

22 63.611 254.872 35 surface 37 2.2 21 16 14
0.5

1
depth-integrated 37 2.0 41 32 31 1

23 64.041 256.155 23 surface 41 2.1 18 13 13
0.9

1
depth-integrated 41 2.1 20 15 14 1

24 64.017 257.490 22 surface 44 2.3 24 17 16
1.5

1
depth-integrated 45 2.3 16 12 11 1

25 64.533 258.646 41 surface 49 2.4 16 11 10
1.0

1
depth-integrated 45 2.3 16 11 10 1

26 64.620 259.527 32 surface 45 2.3 24 17 16
1.9

1
depth-integrated 45 2.3 12 9 8 1

27 64.578 261.450 19 surface 40 2.2 21 16 14
1.5

1
depth-integrated 40 2.1 13 10 10 1

28 64.419 263.579 32 surface 47 2.4 11 7 6
0.6

1
depth-integrated 40 2.1 13 10 10 1
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Fig. 9. Profiles from the 2009 Canadian Arctic measurements from 24 sampling sites (Fig. 3) of snow BC concentrations (left) and the
fraction of absorption due to non-BC constituents (right). Side-by-side pairs have been averaged together, and the deepest snow samples
excluded to avoid contamination by soil or sea-ice algae. Across all 24 sites the snowpack depth was 30± 14 cm.
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Table 6. Median values for samples from Greenland, with medians for surface and sub-surface samples calculated separately. Three Dye-2
profiles which include a melt layer are further broken down by new surface snow, melt layer and below the melt layer.

Site Lat Lon E f est
nonBC Åtot C

equiv
BC Cmax

BC Cest
BC surface: # Year Notes

sub-surf samp.
(%) (ng g−1) (ng g−1) (ng g−1) Cest

BC

Summer Samples

KPCL, 38 km west 79.878 333.991 surface 37 2.1 31.4 23.6 20.1
4.2

2
2006

surface snow had
of ice margin, experienced melt
elevation∼1000 m sub-surface 39 2.3 7.9 5.7 4.8 4

KPCL, 96 km west of 79.825 331.205 surface 35 2.5 1.7 1.3 1.1 n/a 2 2006 new drift snow
ice margin, 1439 m

KPCL, 96 km west of 79.825 331.205 surface 64 3.4 3.9 2.3 1.4
1.2

2 2006 surface snow crust
ice margin, 1439 m sub-surface 62 3.2 2.7 1.7 1.2 2

Summit, 3208 m 72.579 321.496 surface 51 2.9 4.0 2.6 2.0
1.2

1 2007 dry snow
sub-surface 49 2.7 3.2 2.2 1.7 11

Ice sheet above Thule, 76.402 291.943 surface 47 2.4 8.2 5.6 4.2
2.0

2 2007 likely experienced
∼600 m and 1047 m surface melting

sub-surface 45 2.3 3.8 2.7 2.1 6

Dye-2, 2165 m 66.441 315.210 surface 33 1.9 1.6 1.3 1.1
0.3

6 2008 surface is all new snow
all sub-surface 46 2.4 6.6 4.6 3.8 59 (surface):(below melt)
melt layer 39 2.1 17.8 13.0 11.0

5.5
12 (melt layer):

below melt layer 48 2.5 3.8 2.5 2.0 47 (below melt)

Spring Samples at AWS stations

South Dome, 2922 m 63.149 315.183 surface 37 2.0 7.2 5.5 4.4 n/a 2 2007 surface
Saddle, 2559 m 66.001 315.499 surface 53 2.5 3.3 2.2 1.6 n/a 2 2007, 2008 surface
NASA-SE, 2579 m 66.480 317.500 surface 53 2.7 3.8 2.4 1.8 n/a 2 2007, 2008 surface
Dye-2, 2165 m 66.481 313.720 surface 51 2.5 7.5 4.8 3.5 n/a 2 2007, 2008 surface
Crawford Point, 2025 m 69.898 313.086 surface 42 2.2 12.0 8.7 6.9 n/a 1 2008 surface
GITS, 1887 m 77.143 298.905 surface 52 2.5 6.1 4.1 2.9 n/a 1 2007 surface
Petermann Glacier, 30 m 80.750 306.000 surface 45 2.4 6.9 4.7 3.8 n/a 1 2007 surface
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Fig. 10.Profiles ofCest
BC (left) andf est

nonBC (right) for three summer-time profiles taken 30 km and 60 km upwind (south) of the Dye-2 station
in Greenland.
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∼15 cm). [The deeper snow also included some hard ice
lenses from refreezing of meltwater; their BC content was no
different from that of the adjacent snow above and below the
ice lens.] However,f est

nonBC is relatively constant through the
new snow and the melt layer (0–15cm depth), implying that
the type of aerosol – and therefore likely its source – did not
change. This is consistent with the idea that BC is largely left
behind at the surface as the snow melts (Flanner et al., 2007);
quantification of the vertical redistribution will be attempted
in a separate paper discussing five separate experiments on
snowmelt.

Second,f est
nonBC is ∼25–45% from the surface down to

∼15 cm and below∼35 cm but is higher (∼50–70%) at 15–
35 cm depth. This points to shift in the type of LAA and
is consistent with the conclusion that the summertime snow
LAA comes predominantly from pollution (lowerf est

nonBCand
Åtot in the summertime, near-surface snow) and that spring-
time LAA is from biomass burning (higherf est

nonBC andÅtot
at depth, corresponding to snowfall from earlier in the year),
as surmised by Hegg et al. (2010) based on chemical analysis
of the snow from the 60 km profile. Thef est

nonBC at 35–60 cm
is similar to that at 0–15 cm, which might suggest that the
35–60-cm layer is snow that fell in the previous year, but this
is unlikely because the BC profile does not show a second
summer-melt peak at depth.

5.2.4 Russia

Along the Arctic coast of Russia, and indeed across the
central Arctic Ocean, the heavy snowfall occurs in autumn
(Aleksandrov et al., 2005; Warren et al., 1999). During win-
ter there is little additional snowfall, but considerable subli-
mation occurs (Liston and Sturm, 2004), which is expected
to cause an enhancement of the concentration of impurities
in surface snow. Indeed, in most (but not all) of our Siberian
sites the BC concentration is higher in surface snow than in
subsurface snow (Table 7). The vertical profile for Cherskiy
is shown in Fig. 11; this was the site with the highest sur-
face:subsurface ratio.

The BC concentrations (Table 7 and Fig. 12) are much
more variable in Russia than in Canada at similar latitudes.
This is partly due to the fact that all our sites in Arctic Canada
were remote, accessed by skiplane, whereas in Russia we
were rarely able to sample snow more than 100 km from a
city, and many of the samples were only 30 km distant. Lo-
cal contamination is certainly responsible for the high values
at Vorkuta (Table 7). This was the biggest city we used as
a base, and we were able to travel only 30 km east from the
city. We have therefore removed Vorkuta from Fig. 2 and
from our regional averages in Table 2. We think the values
for the three other sites in Western Russia are reliable. Of the
three, the lowest surface values of BC (12 ng g−1) were ob-
tained at Dikson, which is the smallest and most remote town
visited. It is on the western corner of the Taymyr Peninsula,
protruding into the Kara Sea.
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Fig. 11. A profile of BC concentrations in the snowpack in Cher-
skiy, Russia. The higher values at the surface are indicative of BC
concentration at the snow surface with sublimation, and/or dry de-
position of BC during winter and spring. The low concentrations in
the lower part of the snowpack may be affected by self-cleaning in
depth hoar (see text).

In Eastern Russia all sites except Yakutsk were near the
coast of the Arctic Ocean. Yakutsk is in a subarctic forested
region. The Yakutsk-west sites were reached by driving on
a lightly-traveled snow-covered road through minor villages;
then snow was sampled on a creek and in a frozen marsh.
We take these sites to be representative of the Yakutsk re-
gion. The Yakutsk-east excursion, by contrast, was along
the main highway to Magadan (a gravel road), and there was
considerable truck traffic. The road had become snow-free a
few days prior to our excursion, so it then became a source
of dust for the snow nearby. The higher value off est

nonBC at
the surface is probably due in part to this local dust, which
probably in reality has̊AnonBC< 5, so theCest

BC in Table 7 is
exaggerated. The subsurface snow fell earlier when the road
was still snow-covered, so it was unaffected by local dust.
The subsurface value, 23 ng g−1, agrees with the subsurface
value for Yakutsk-west of 20 ng g−1.
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Table 7. Average values for surface and sub-surface snow in Russia. In locations where two adjacent samples (sample pairs) were taken
the average of the two pairs is considered a single sample. For the Tiski South site the snow was thin so there are no sub-surface samples.
Therefore for that site we show averages for new snow and old snow. The “new snow” at Tiksi was drifting in from the north. The “new
snow” at Bilibino had just fallen during the previous few hours in calm weather.

snow f est
nonBC Åtot C

equiv
BC Cmax

BC Cest
BC surf: #

depth sub-surf samp.
(cm) (%) (ng g−1) (ng g−1) (ng g−1) Cest

BC

Western Russia (2007)

Nar’yan Mar
33

surface 23 1.6 26 22 19
2.2

7
67.631◦ N, 53.646◦ E sub-surface 22 1.3 11 9 8 4

Vorkuta
30

surface 23 1.5 303 260 235
0.4

3
67.703◦ N, 64.332◦ E sub-surface 17 1.3 516 469 431 2

Dikson
35

surface 30 1.7 15 14 12
0.5

5
73.428◦ N, 81.481◦ E sub-surface 22 1.5 35 30 27 5

Khatanga
39

surface 21 1.5 60 53 48
1.5

5
72.256◦ N, 103.038◦ E sub-surface 25 1.6 43 36 32 6

Eastern Russia (2008)

Yakutsk West
37

surface 48 2.8 102 69 54
2.9

3
62.714◦ N, 129.159◦ E sub-surface 28 1.9 30 24 20 3

Yakutsk East
28

surface 51 2.6 238 154 116
6.1

1
62.134◦ N, 130.538◦ E sub-surface 28 1.7 33 27 23 2

Tiksi South
<10

new snow 51 2.6 23 16 11
n/a

4
71.576◦ N, 128.861◦ E old snow 49 2.5 289 188 146 8

Tiksi North
38

surface 45 2.4 236 162 130
3.4

3
72.040◦ N, 128.460◦ E sub-surface 35 2.0 68 53 46 3

Tiksi West
31

surface 34 2.0 77 60 52
1.6

4
71.707◦ N, 127.534◦ E sub-surface 29 1.8 78 64 57 3

Laptev Sea
<10

surface 43 2.3 24 17 13
n/a

3
74.065◦ N, 128.872◦ E sub-surface 30 1.8 37 31 26 1

Cherskiy West
35

surface 30 1.8 110 89 78
6.0

6
68.649◦ N, 160.487◦ E sub-surface 34 1.9 21 16 13 5

Cherskiy North
24

surface 27 1.7 69 57 50
1.9

4
69.032◦ N, 161.201◦ E sub-surface 29 1.7 36 30 26 4

Cherskiy East
37

surface 34 1.9 82 63 53
3.1

2
68.719◦ N, 161.572◦ E sub-surface 34 1.9 29 22 18 2

Cherskiy-Bilibi. traverse
32

surface 38 2.1 28 21 17
1.9

1
68.487◦ N, 163.157◦ E sub-surface 31 1.9 13 10 9 1

Bilibino
40

surface 46 2.3 25 18 14
1.4

1
68.221◦ N, 166.179◦ E sub-surface 49 2.5 19 13 10 1

new snow 56 2.8 7 5 3 n/a 1

Pevek West
29

surface 48 2.4 22 15 11
1.7

2
69.869◦ N, 169.302◦ E sub-surface 49 2.5 18 13 10 2

Pevek East
50

surface 47 2.4 24 17 13
1.0

2
69.524◦ N, 171.310◦ E sub-surface 47 2.4 25 17 13 2

Pevek South
20

surface 50 2.5 28 19 14
1.4

4
69.119◦ N, 170.858◦ E sub-surface 48 2.4 20 14 11 4

The other extremely high estimates of BC are for Tiksi-
south. This was a tundra site reached by walking 3.4 km west
of the weather station, which in turn is just 7 km south of the
town. The snow was thin and patchy (Fig. 13), so there is the
possibility of local sources of dust entering the snow. The

non-BC fractions given as 48–55% in Table 7 may in reality
be e.g.∼90% if the dust has̊AnonBC≈ 2.5 instead of 5.0. We
conclude that the true BC values for Tiksi are probably much
lower than indicated in Table 7.
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Fig. 12. As in Fig. 9, but for from West (2007) and East (2008) Russia. . Note that the scale forCest
BC here differs from that in Fig. 9. Here

we have included data only where there were samples from more than three snow depths. This excludes much of the data from the Tiksi and
Laptev Sea sites, where the snow was thin. Data from Vorkuta were also not included here.

Fig. 13. A photo of the Tiksi-South sampling area, in eastern Rus-
sia, in early April.

The northward excursion from Tiksi was a drive on sea
ice in the Lena Delta, but always close to land; it is possi-
ble that the high value ofCest

BC = 130 ng g−1 is also contam-
inated by dust with a wrong assumed value ofÅnonBC. It is
interesting that the BC values for snow on the Laptev Sea,
just 200 km north of Tiksi (obtained on a helicopter excur-

sion), are so much smaller. It seems likely that they, rather
than any of the sites near Tiksi, represent the true regional
values of BC: 13 ng g−1 for surface snow, and 26 ng g−1 for
subsurface snow. We cannot be sure that the higher value
for subsurface snow represents a repeatable seasonal differ-
ence; it may instead be due to a single forest-fire plume that
happened to affect this location. The climatological average
snow depth in April at the Laptev location is∼25 cm, but this
year the depth was only 7–10 cm, probably because the sea
ice formed later than usual in autumn 2007 (Stroeve et al.,
2008); any early-autumn precipitation would have fallen into
seawater instead of accumulating on the ice surface.

Cherskiy is located at the forest/tundra transition in the
Kolyma River basin. There are local sources of soot within
the river basin from domestic wood-burning in the villages
and fishing camps, as well as coal-fired power plants. A
thermal inversion confines much of this pollution to the river
basin in winter, so there may be significant dry deposition,
and indeed we saw black particles on the filters that were
large enough to be resolved by eye. Our reported values
for the Cherskiy region may therefore be representative only
of the (admittedly vast) Kolyma River basin, and not of the
surrounding highlands. Samples from higher elevation were
obtained on the drive from Cherskiy to Bilibino, and their BC
estimates are indeed lower (17 ng g−1 surface, 9 ng g−1 sub-
surface). These samples may be taken to represent the high-
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lands surrounding the river basin, with the caveat that they
were by necessity collected not far from the main east-west
road across northwestern Chukotka. The source-attribution
for these sites, however, does implicate biomass burning
rather than diesel emissions (Hegg et al., 2010), so we think
the values are regionally representative.

The snowpacks across the Siberian tundra consisted
mostly of depth hoar except for the top 5–10 cm, which was
consolidated fine-grained old snow. Depth hoar results from
strong vertical temperature gradients in a shallow snowpack
whose base at the ground surface is much warmer than the
top surface exposed to the cold atmosphere (LaChapelle,
1969). The consequence is sublimation of snow grains and
re-deposition of the vapor as frost crystals (“depth hoar”) a
few mm higher. This process, during which the entire sub-
surface snowpack passes through the vapor phase, is repeated
many times during the winter, suggesting a self-cleaning
mechanism for the snowpack, in which the soot migrates
downward relative to the snow. Indeed, we never found high
BC concentrations in depth hoar. This mechanism, however,
does not affect the surface layer, which retains high BC con-
centrations, and of course it is the surface layer that largely
determines the albedo.

Table 7 shows that our estimated BC values generally de-
crease toward the east, from Tiksi to Cherskiy to Bilibino to
Pevek. Three excursions in different directions from Pevek
all obtainedCest

BC values in the range 10–14 ng g−1, both in
surface and sub-surface snow. The lowest value in Eastern
Siberia, 3 ng g−1, was obtained for newly fallen snow sam-
pled on 29 April in Bilibino, near the city center. This was
the only snowfall event experienced during the 7-week expe-
dition in Eastern Siberia.

The estimated non-BC contributions to absorption are
small in Western Russia (17–30%), similar to Norway and
Svalbard. They are also small in the Cherskiy region, where
much of the BC may come from local sources as discussed
above. Otherwise the estimated fractional absorption due to
non-BC in eastern Siberia (Table 7 and Fig. 12) is similar to
what we find in arctic Canada, consistent with a predomi-
nance of biomass burning as the source of BC, as found by
Hegg et al. (2009, 2010). The biomass burning consists of
both agricultural fires and forest fires, but apparently both
sources are largely “anthropogenic” (Mollicone et al., 2006).

5.2.5 Norway and Svalbard

We have samples from two general locations separated by
∼10◦ in latitude (Fig. 2, Table 8). At Tromsø, snow was
collected periodically by Sanja Forsström of NPI on a moun-
tain plateau (Fjellheisen) east of the city between 26 March
and 30 May 2008. Samples were taken on one day each
in March and April, then more regularly from 19 May to
30. On 21 May, the snow began to melt and it continued
to melt through 30 May. Vertical profiles of snow samples
were gathered both before and during the melt period, to

show how the surface and sub-surface concentrations of BC
evolved as the snow melted. While the sub-surface concen-
trations increased only slightly across this span of time (Cest

BC
21 ng g−1 vs. 16 ng g−1), BC concentrations in surface snow
increased from 18 ng g−1 to 56 ng g−1, indicating that there
was incomplete removal of the BC with the melt water, and
possibly some BC transferred from the surface to the sub-
surface snow. The ratio of surface:sub-surfaceCest

BC increased
from 1.1 before melting to 2.7 after 9 days of snowmelt.

Ten degrees north of Tromsø, on the west side of Spitsber-
gen, the largest island of Svalbard, snow was collected near
Kongsfjord. (Coal mining is a major industry in Svalbard;
the nearest major coal mine is at Barentsburg, 110 km south
of Kongsfjord. However, BC from that mine appears to affect
the snow only a short distance from Barentsburg; Forsström
et al., 2009.) Deposited snow was collected from three sites
in March–April 2007, and the glacier site was resampled two
years later (May 2009). Samples of new snowfall were col-
lected from mid-March to late May 2007 in the science-town
of Ny-Ålesund on Kongsfjord. Samples were collected both
at the research laboratory in the town near sea level and at the
Zeppelin station, 475 m a.s.l.; they showed no systematic dif-
ference in BC concentrations. All samples were of cold snow
which had not yet experienced melt. BC concentrations in
surface snow were lower here (7–16 ng g−1) than in Tromsø
pre-melt (∼19 ng g−1), as would be expected given its greater
distance from European sources. For two of the three Sval-
bard sites the ratio ofCest

BC surface:sub-surface is similar to
that in Tromsø pre-melt, possibly indicative of a generally
higher concentration of BC in snow deposited in spring than
in late winter. The surface̊Angstrom exponent is also slightly
but systematically lower than in the sub-surface, indicating a
relatively greater role of fossil fuel BC in spring than in win-
ter. At the third Svalbard site (moraine below glacier), the
surface:sub-surfaceCest

BC ratio is much higher (2.6 vs. 1.2–
1.3). This is based on one sample each from the surface and
sub-surface. We also have a sample of newly fallen snow in
the nearby town of Ny-̊Alesund from the same day (1 April),
and it has the sameCest

BC as below the glacier (17 ng g−1).
Thus, the high surface:sub-surface ratio may just be indica-
tive of capturing a short-term change from cleaner to dirtier
snowfall. On the other hand, the moraine site was near an
established snowmobile route, so it could have experienced
local pollution.

Inspection ofCest
BC for the new-snow events (Fig. 14) shows

that BC concentrations in deposited snow are highly variable
in March and April, with a general tendency to lower con-
centrations in moving from early to late spring, as was also
seen by Noone and Clarke (1988) in northern Sweden during
the springtime decline of Arctic haze. This high variability
in March–April also makes it difficult to know whether the
higher BC concentration in 2009 vs. 2007 at the upper glacier
site (Table 8) is due to differences in emissions/deposition
between the two years or if it instead just reflects the high
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Table 8. Median values from the Fjellheisen plateau above Tromsø, Norway (69.4◦ N, 18.6◦ E, 421 m) in the spring of 2008, and from
Svalbard in 2007 and 2009. All Svalbard samples are from near the town of Ny-Ålesund (78.917◦ N, 11.933◦ E). In locations where two
adjacent samples were taken, the average of the pair is considered a single sample. In Tromsø, the total snow depth was 27 cm immediately
before melt commenced.

f est
nonBC Åtot C

equiv
BC Cmax

BC Cest
BC surface: #

sub-surf samp.
(%) (ng g−1) (ng g−1) (ng g−1) Cest

BC

Tromsø: PRE-MELT (26 March and 15 April)

surface 22 1.1 24 21 19
1.1

3
sub-surface 29 1.8 23 19 17 9

Tromsø: PRE-MELT (19, 21 May)

surface 27 1.7 24 20 18
1.1

3
sub-surface 29 1.7 23 19 16 14

Tromsø: DURING MELT (23, 26, 28, 30 May)

surface 29 1.8 80 64 56
2.7

4
sub-surface 33 1.9 31 24 21 21

Svalbard, Upper Brøggerbreen glacier, 78.874◦ N, 11.923◦ E

surface, 2007 31 2.0 11 9 8
1.2

2
sub-surface 2007 28 2.0 9 7 6 4
surface, 2009 21 1.5 19 16 15 1

Svalbard, 2007, moraine below Brøggerbreen, 78.910◦ N, E 11.830◦ E

surface 22 1.6 21 18 17
2.6

1
sub-surface 31 2.0 9 8 7 1

Svalbard tundra, 240 m from shore of Kongsfjord, 2007 (78.903◦ N, 12.117◦ E)

surface 33 1.9 11 8 7
1.3

4
sub-surface 46 2.5 11 8 6 2

Newly Fallen Snow at Ny-̊Alesund, 2007

March 30 2.0 21 17 15 n/a 11
April 32 1.8 29 23 20 n/a 10
May 25 1.6 14 11 10 n/a 3

short-term variability seen in Fig. 14. While we do not have
samples of individual snowfall events from the Canadian side
of the Arctic, the very low site-to-site and vertical variability
in snow concentrations across Arctic Canada (Fig. 9) indi-
cates that the temporal variability on that side of the Arctic is
much smaller than in Svalbard.

New-snow events with high concentrations of BC are as-
sociated with lower values of̊Atot (Fig. 15), again indicat-
ing that fossil-fuel pollution likely accounts for much of the
BC in snow on this side of the Arctic. The excellent co-
incidence of the Ny-̊Alesund and Tromsø values in Fig. 15
further suggests that the two locations are influenced by the
same sources, with lower concentrations at the northern site
through dilution with transport.

The values we obtain for Svalbard, with medians 7–
20 ng g−1, are higher than those obtained by Forsström et
al. (2009) using the TO method. Their median for 81 sam-
ples across Svalbard was 4 ng g−1. We have commonly seen
factor-of-two differences when processing the same snow by
the two methods, with our filter method giving larger values.
Investigation of the discrepancy is underway, in collaboration
with the NPI.

6 Uncertainty analysis

Uncertainty in the results presented above stem from (a) in-
strumental noise and instability, which will introduce ran-
dom uncertainties, (b) uncertainties in the assumptions built
into our data analysis, which may be introducing biases,
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Fig. 14. Time-series of BC concentrations in newly fallen snow at
Ny-Ålesund, Svalbard (79◦ N, 12◦ E), in 2007.
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(c) non-uniformity in the deposition of sample aerosol onto
the nuclepore filters, which may introduce random errors for
some samples, and (d) the question of whether the samples
analyzed are representative of a broader region.

The latter two sources of error relate to our sampling and
filtering procedures. In all cases efforts were made to gather
snow samples far enough away from local sources of pol-
lution (e.g. roads, snowmobile tracks, industrial complexes,
cities) that they would not significantly influence snow BC
concentrations. Where there was doubt, we often gathered
snow samples at increasing distances from possible sources
and only kept samples where concentrations had ceased to
decline with distance from the source. However, the defi-
nition of “regionally representative” and “significantly influ-
enced” are by necessity somewhat arbitrary, and the limited
number of samples that can be gathered from any one region
limit their broader representativeness. In areas where rela-
tively little spatial variability in concentrations was observed,
such as Arctic Canada, our regional averages are more likely

to be representative; in regions with high variability, such as
northern Russia, they are less likely to be representative of a
broader region. In the specific case of our samples from near
Vorkuta, Russia, it appears that we were unsuccessful at get-
ting far enough from the city to escape its influence. On the
other hand, this points to the fact that some sources may be
large enough to be regionally important. At the smaller scale
(∼1–10 m) we have addressed the question of the represen-
tativeness of our samples by taking two side-by-side samples
at many locations. Our analysis of these samples (Sect. 5.1
and Fig. 6) shows that the two concentrations are typically
within 20–30% of each other. Where duplicate samples were
taken, the average of the two values is used in the analysis.

Once gathered, snow samples are melted then filtered, with
an exposed area of 18 mm diameter. The field of view of the
laboratory spectrophotometer is<5 mm so uneven distribu-
tion of the aerosol on the filter could bias our results. We test
for this – as well as to identify spurious results produced by,
e.g., instrument malfunction or the filter sliding outside the
photometer field of view – by measuring each filter twice,
with the filter repositioned for the second measurement. If
the difference between the two measurements is>10% we
re-measure the filter. If consecutive measurements of differ-
ent parts of the filter exposed area do not agree within 10%
we exclude the sample from our analysis, so error due to un-
even filter exposure should be limited to∼10%. Less than
1% of field samples were excluded in this way.

Tests of the ISSW spectrophotometer have shown that
the instrumental noise is small (<1% for the averaging
time used). The system calibration also is stable: we ob-
served∼2.5% drift in the calibration over several months and
<0.5% drift over several hours (Grenfell et al., 2010). We
measure the calibration standards approximately every other
day we measure filters, so errors due to calibration drift likely
fall between 0.5% and 2.5%. Uncertainty in the calibration
(conversion from measured light intensity to absorption op-
tical depth or BC loading on the filter) as a function of filter
loading and wavelength, derived by running multiple cali-
brations over a six-month period, shows that the calibration
uncertainty is<10% for filter loadings of 0.12–7 µgBC cm2

over the 420–740 nm wavelength range (90% of all samples);
it is <5% for loadings of 0.5–5µgBC cm−2 (79% of all sam-
ples) (Grenfell et al., 2010). These instrumental uncertain-
ties (<11% when added in quadrature) produce randomly
distributed error and are therefore minimized by averaging
across multiple samples.

Several assumptions built into our analysis may be pro-
ducing systematic biases. First, we apply a 15% under-catch
correction to all samples based on tests on field samples from
a range of locations. These tests indicated that the under-
catch of the filters may be as low as 0% or as high as 30%,
as stated in Sect. 3.2, with under-catch varying by location
(i.e. presumably by aerosol type). We did not conduct suf-
ficient tests to be able to apply a location-specific under-
catch correction, so in some locations we may be introducing
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either low or high bias inCmax
BC , Cest

BC andC
equiv
BC of as much

as 15%. Second, for sites where plastic zip-loc bags were
used to collect snow samples (sub-arctic Canada and western
Russia) we have applied a 20% correction factor to account
for losses of BC to plastic flakes scratched off in the bags
(Sect. 3.1). Tests to assess these losses (sampling the same
snow layer with both scratchable and nonscratchable bags)
obtained losses ranging from 0 to 40% on eight different
snow layers, so we estimate the uncertainty of the correction
factor to be±20%, affectingCmax

BC , Cest
BC andC

equiv
BC for the

samples from sub-arctic Canada and western Russia only.
The largest source of uncertainty in our analysis stems

from uncertainty in the mass absorption efficiency of BC
(affectingCmax

BC , Cest
BC, C

equiv
BC andf est

nonBC) and uncertainty in
the absorption̊Angstrom exponent of BC and non-BC con-
stituents in our samples (affectingCest

BC andf est
nonBC).

The ISSW measures light absorption, and the conversion
to BC mass is made using a set of standard filters loaded
with known amounts of synthetic soot (Sect. 3.3). The mass
absorption efficiency,βabs, of these standards is 6 m2 g−1 at
550 nm. While this represents properly the light absorption,
the derived mass of black carbon will equal the true mass of
black carbon on our sample filters only ifβabs of the sam-
ple aerosol BC is also 6 m2 g−1. The survey of Bond and
Bergstrom (2006) concludes thatβabs is somewhat higher
than this (7.5± 1.2 m2 g−1 at 550 nm) for aged atmospheric
BC. If βabsof the snow BC is in fact, e.g., 7.5 m2 g−1 rather
than 6 m2 g−1 the derived values ofCmax

BC , Cest
BC, andC

equiv
BC

will be biased high by∼20%. The derived value off est
nonBC

would consequently be biased low, but by less than the high
bias in the BC concentrations since the fraction of absorp-
tion by non-BC constituents is much higher at shorter wave-
lengths (<600nm) than at the wavelengths where BC con-
centration is quantified (650–700nm). Consequently, the bias
in f est

nonBC due to this source of uncertainty will be lower for
samples of higher̊Atot.

As discussed in Sect. 3.3, we use assumed values of the
absorptionÅngstrom exponent (quantified for 450–600 nm)
for BC (ÅBC) and non-BC (̊AnonBC) light-absorbing aerosol
in our derivation ofCest

BC and f est
nonBC. We have chosen to

use values of̊ABC = 1.0 andÅnonBC= 5.0 based on previous
studies of these quantities (Sect. 3.3). Here we assess how
Cest

BC andf est
nonBC are affected if in fact̊ABC andÅnonBC differ

from these assumed values.
For a lower bound on̊ABC we use 0.8, consistent with low-

end values from both observations (Kirchstetter et al., 2004;
Clarke et al., 2007) and theoretical studies (Gyawali et al.,
2009; Schnaiter et al., 2005; Lack and Cappa, 2010). Lack
and Cappa (2010) explore the theoretically-possible range of
ÅBC (calculated 380–750 nm) for BC cores coated with both
clear and light-absorbing (brown carbon) coatings and find
it can be as low as 0.5 or as high as 1.6 for realistic atmo-
spheric aerosol (regimes 1–3 in their Fig. 8a). Adjusting
from their Å(380–750 nm) toÅ(450–600 nm) shifts this to

∼ 0.8< ÅBC < 1.9 (their Fig. 8b). Thus, we adopt this range
as the lower and upper bounds in our uncertainty analysis.

Non-BC light absorption may be due to a range of organic
substances, either from combustion or soil, or due to mineral
dust. Å for mineral dust has generally been in the range 2–3
(e.g. Fialho et al., 2006; Alfaro et al., 2004; Bergstrom et al.,
2007), but it is not well-constrained. In any case, chemical
analysis of our samples indicates that mineral dust is not re-
sponsible for a significant fraction of light absorption (Hegg
et al., 2010), so we will concern ourselves instead with con-
straining ÅnonBC for organics. However, if this method is
to be applied to snow samples laden with mineral dust the
values ofÅnonBC used here should be adjusted accordingly.
Here we have liberally set the bounds of 3.5≤ ÅnonBC≤

7.0. We base these choices on Yang et al. (2009) who find
Å≈ 3.5 for brown carbon; Shapiro et al. (2009), whose lab-
generated light-absorbing organics haveÅ∼ 6 (calculated
from their Fig. 1b); and Hoffer et al. (2006), who found
that that HULIS (HUmic-LIke Substances) haveÅ of 6.4–
6.8. These bounds also encompass values measured in other
studies (e.g. Sun et al., 2007; Roden et al., 2005), which
have isolated̊A of light-absorbing organic aerosol compo-
nents, though higher values have sometimes been observed
(e.g., Chen and Bond (2010) found that combustion-based
light-absorbing OC can in some cases haveÅ> 10).

Figure 16 shows the absolute error inCest
BC (for Cest

BC =

10 ng g−1) and the range in derivedf est
nonBC if the true val-

ues of the absorption̊Angstrom exponent are at the low
end (̊ABC = 0.8, ÅnonBC= 3.5) or the high end (̊ABC = 1.9,
ÅnonBC= 7.0). While the potential errors are large for cases
of high Åtot, almost all of our samples have̊Atot < 2.8 (as
shown in the histogram of Fig. 16a), where the potential high
bias inCest

BC is at most a factor of two. For̊Atot < 2.0, the
error inCest

BC is <25% (10± 2.5 ng g−1). The relative error in
f est

nonBC(Fig. 16b) is less than the error inCest
BC for larger val-

ues ofÅtot, because of the larger fraction of non-BC vs. BC
light absorption at shorter wavelengths. Physically impossi-
ble values ofCest

BC andf est
nonBCresult when the measured value

of Åtot is either less than̊ABC or greater than̊AnonBC, forcing
Cest

BC < 0 and/orf est
nonBC either<0% or >100%. This high-

lights the fact that̊ABC andÅnonBC are likely well within the
bounds we have set in Fig. 16.

Finally, we note that a small error inf est
nonBC results

from the assumption that the absorption coefficient of light-
absorbing constituents is linear with wavelength in logτ -log
λ space. In fact it deviates from this somewhat so that, for ex-
ample, whilef est

nonBC should be 0% for the case ofÅtot = 1.0
andÅBC = 1.0, it is in fact∼5% (Fig. 16). This results from
the actual wavelength-dependence of absorption being some-
what steeper at shorter wavelengths than at longer wave-
length (450–600 nm), where̊Atot is calculated.

In sum, all of our derived variables have an instrumen-
tal uncertainty of≤11%. The concentration-related values,
Cmax

BC , Cest
BC and C

equiv
BC also have possible biases of up to
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Fig. 16. Sensitivity of derived values to uncertainty in the assumed
absorptionÅngstrom exponents for BC and non-BC. The values
used in the analysis were̊ABC = 1.0 andÅnonBC= 5.0. (a) Error in
Cest

BC (ng g−1) as a function of the measured absorptionÅngstrom

exponent from the filter,̊Atot, whenCest
BC = 10 ng g−1 and the true

values ofÅBC andÅnonBC are lower (0.8 and 3.8, respectively) or
higher (1.2 and 7.0, respectively) than the values assumed in the
analysis. Also shown is a histogram of the relative frequency of
occurrence of̊Atot in our sample data set.(b) Inferred percent of
absorption due to non-BC absorbers, as obtained using three differ-
ent sets of assumptions for absorptionÅngstroms. Values shown in
both frames are calculated from all the samples included in Sect. 5,
averaged into bins of̊Atot. Shaded regions indicate values that are
physically impossible (Cest

BC < 0, f est
nonBC< 0%,f est

nonBC> 100%).

±15% due to the under-catch correction, and the samples
from West Russia and sub-arctic Canada having an additional
possible bias of up to±20% via the correction for losses of
aerosol to plastic flakes in the collection bags. If we are us-
ing calibration standards with an inappropriate BC mass ab-
sorption coefficient (6 m2 g−1) there will also be a bias in
our derived values ofCmax

BC , Cest
BC andC

equiv
BC . If Bond and

Bergstrom’s (2006) study is correct, and we should be using
standards with MAC = 7.5 m2 g−1, our resulting BC concen-
trations are biased∼20% high, but it remains to be deter-
mined if snow BC has the same mass absorption efficiency
as atmospheric BC. As shown in Fig. 16,Cest

BC andf est
nonBC

have an additional source of uncertainty stemming from un-

certainty in the appropriate values ofÅBC and/orÅnonBC for
the sampled aerosol, with the magnitude of the uncertainty
a function of the error in assumed̊Angstroms and of̊Atot.
Using very liberal estimates of this potential source of er-
ror we show that this produces uncertainties of<50% for
almost all of the samples in this study. We conclude from
this that the ISSW spectrophotometric method for measuring
snow light-absorbing aerosol in snow would benefit greatly
from improved understanding of (a) the mass absorption co-
efficient of snow BC, determined for a range of snow BC
sources and (b) the spectral properties of light absorption by
non-BC aerosols in snow.

7 Has the Arctic snow become cleaner since 1984?

From two ice cores in West Greenland, McConnell et
al. (2007) showed that soot pollution from North America
peaked in 1900–1910 due to coal burning, with BC values
∼10 ng g−1, then declined rapidly to∼3 ng g−1 by 1950.
The BC content in the ice continued to decline slowly, and
by 2000 had dropped to equal the preindustrial value of 1–
2 ng g−1. Snow on the Greenland Ice Sheet is the cleanest
snow of the Arctic, and these values represent the free tropo-
spheric BC content at an elevation of∼2600 m, so it is of in-
terest to examine evidence from lower-elevation sites where
only seasonal snow, rather than ice cores, is available.

BC in the near-surface atmosphere has been moni-
tored continuously since 1989 at Alert on Ellesmere Island
(82.4◦ N, 62.3◦ W, 210 m) (Gong et al., 2010), and at Barrow,
Alaska (Sharma et al., 2006), and since 1998 at the Zeppelin
station above Ny-̊Alesund (79◦ N, 12◦ E, 474 m) (Eleftheri-
adis et al., 2009; Forsström et al., 2009). All three loca-
tions document the seasonal cycle with BC concentrations
peaking in winter, and all three show a multi-year decline
of the wintertime peak. At Alert, the wintertime peaks for
2006–2008 are about one-third of their value in 1989–1991.
One suggested contributor to the decline is the reduced emis-
sions from fossil-fuel burning in Russia and Eastern Europe
since the breakup of the Soviet Union (Fig. 8 of Sharma et
al., 2004). We might therefore expect to see a correspond-
ing decline in the BC content of snow. Table 9 compares
our regional medians for 2005–2009 to those from CN85 for
1983–1984. There is a suggestion of a decline in the values
for Canada, Alaska, and Svalbard. However, the CN85 data
were based on 60 samples compared to our 1200. Given the
patchiness evident in our side by side samples discussed ear-
lier, a quantitative evaluation of these differences is difficult.
Moreover, we cannot definitively say that the two results dif-
fer significantly, because part of the difference is probably
caused by the different photometric methods used. CN85
also used an integrating-plate photometer (instead of the in-
tegrating sandwich) to analyze their nuclepore filters, and in
that method the scattering by particles on the filter can reduce
transmittance in a way that would be erroneously attributed
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Table 9. A comparison of median estimated BC concentrations in snow (ng g−1) for regions around the Arctic, from a previous study in the
1980’s and from this work.

Clarke and Noone (1985), This work,∼1200 samples,
60 samples 1983–1984 1998 and 2005–2009

Greenland 2 4 (spring), 1 (summer)
Canada 21 8 (Arctic), 15 (sub-Arctic)
Alaska 15 9
Svalbard 22 14
Russia ∼20
Arctic Ocean 7

to absorption (Clarke et al., 1982). We can not quantitatively
assess the resulting high bias and therefore can not deter-
mine to what degree the decreases shown in Table 9 reflect
real decreases in snow BC concentrations versus a change in
measurement methods. However, we can at least conclude
that concentrations in the areas sampled have not increased.

Table 9 does not list a value from CN85 for the Arctic
Ocean. CN85’s Table 1 did list eight snow samples from
Fram Strait between Greenland and Svalbard, on the periph-
ery of the Arctic Ocean, but we are reluctant to compare
them with our values from the central Arctic. The eight
samples exhibited enormous spread, with values 0.6, 5, 14,
15, 50, 51, 60, and 76 ng g−1. The median of these values,
32 ng g−1, was offered in Table S3 of Hegg et al. (2009) to
represent CN85 for the Arctic Ocean, but that was a mis-
take. CN85 had pointed out (bottom of their page 2050) that
two of the filters with high values contained large particles
(∼50 µm), which almost certainly originated from emissions
by the ship, which was 200 km distant from the nearest land
(Svalbard). If we omit those samples, the revised median
is 14 ng g−1, closer to our modern Arctic Ocean median of
7 ng g−1. But we again remind the reader that Fram Strait is
on the periphery of the Arctic Ocean; it would be more ap-
propriate to compare its values to those of nearby Svalbard
(13 ng g−1).

The fact that the BC content of Arctic snow appears no
higher now than in 1984, and that the Arctic atmosphere is
now cleaner than in 1989, causes us to doubt that BC in Arc-
tic snow has contributed to the rapid decline of Arctic sea ice
in recent years. However, increasing BC in midlatitude snow
may have contributed indirectly, by enhancing warm-air ad-
vection into the Arctic (Flanner et al., 2009).

8 Other influences on albedo of Arctic snow

It is important to point out that variation in impurity content
of snow is not the major cause of surface-albedo variation in
the Arctic spring. The major variable affecting snow albedo
is the effective grain size (Wiscombe and Warren, 1980),
which for a nonspherical snow grain is proportional to the
volume-to-area ratio (Grenfell and Warren, 1999). The ef-

fective grain radius for new snow is 50–100 µm, and for old
melting snow it is∼1000 µm; the corresponding broadband
albedo reduction in pure deep snow is∼0.12 (Fig. 1 of War-
ren and Wiscombe, 1985). This difference is much larger
than the albedo difference caused by the typical concentra-
tions of impurities we find in Arctic snow. These two influ-
ences (grain size and BC content) also interact: the change
in albedo for a given concentration of BC will be greater for
larger grained snow than for smaller grained snow (e.g. for
50 ng g−1 of BC, 1albedo at 470 nm is 0.03 for snow with
100 µm grain radius but 0.08 for snow with 1000 µm grain
radius) (Fig. 2 of Warren and Wiscombe, 1985).

A second major influence on surface albedo in the Arctic is
snow depth. At 500 nm, the e-folding depth for clean Antarc-
tic snow was 25 cm (Figs. 3 and 4 of Warren et al., 2006); for
snow on Arctic sea ice with some soot pollution it was 6 cm
for dry compact snow and 12 cm for melting snow (Gren-
fell and Maykut, 1977). Schwerdtfeger and Weller (1977);
(reproduced as Fig. 8 of Warren, 1982) found broadband
transmittance of 1% at 1-m depth in clean Antarctic snow.
Thus, Arctic snow, with maximum thickness in spring typi-
cally 30 cm or less, is thus often insufficiently thick to hide
the underlying surface (e.g., Fig. 13). Because the plot of
albedo versus optical depth is nonlinear, concave downward,
the average albedo for a snowfield of variable thickness is
lower than that of a snowfield of uniform thickness with the
same total mass of snow. A climate model that assigns a uni-
form snow depth to a grid box will compute an albedo that
is higher than the true area-averaged albedo. Climate models
do have diverse parameterizations for sub-grid snow-covered
area as a function of average snow depth (Liston, 2004), but
most do not represent the variability of snow depth within the
snow-covered area.

The thinness of Arctic snow also means that BC content
cannot be obtained from remote sensing without indepen-
dent knowledge of snow depth. This is because the spectral
signature of sooty snow (Fig. 7 of Warren and Wiscombe,
1980) is nearly identical to that of thin snow (Fig. 13 of
Wiscombe and Warren, 1980), with both producing reduced
albedo compared to pure deep snow at visible wavelengths,
but no change at near-infrared wavelengths.
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9 Conclusions

The present survey has provided information about the ge-
ographical and seasonal variations of BC and other LAA in
Arctic snow, confirming that impurities in snow are signif-
icant for the surface energy budget of the Arctic. Concen-
trations are highest and most variable in the eastern Arctic
(Scandinavia, Russia and Svalbard) and lower and less vari-
able in the western Arctic (Canada and Alaska), with inter-
mediate values for snow-covered sea ice and in bare sea ice
on the Arctic Ocean. This is qualitatively consistent with
GCM predictions (e.g. Fig. 5 of Flanner et al., 2007); a quan-
titative comparison is needed and can now be done with the
available data.

We show that∼20–50% of the light absorption by par-
ticles in the snowpack is by non-black-carbon constituents,
such as brown carbon and dust. The chemical fingerprint as-
sociated with the LAA (Hegg et al., 2009, 2010) indicates
that brown carbon is the source of most of the non-BC light
absorption and that the source of most Arctic BC is biomass
or biofuel burning for Canada and Western Russia through-
out the winter and spring and for Greenland in winter and
spring. It shows that emissions from fossil-fuel combustion
make a significant contribution in summertime deposition
to Greenland, to the springtime high-latitude Arctic Ocean
and in some locations in western Russia (Hegg et al., 2009,
2010). The absorption̊Angstrom exponents of particulate
snow impurities presented here are consistent with these find-
ings. Chemical analysis of snow samples from Norway and
Svalbard has not yet been done, but the absorptionÅngstrom
exponents of these samples indicates a larger role of fossil-
fuel aerosol than at the other sites.

Although our survey is far more comprehensive than the
earlier survey of CN85, there is more work to be done. More
measurements in Scandinavia and western Russia would be
desirable, because snow in those regions is predicted by mod-
els (Flanner et al., 2007; Koch et al., 2009) to have the high-
est BC concentrations of the Arctic. It would also be valu-
able to expand the survey to midlatitudes, where the snow
is closer to sources of pollution and is exposed to more in-
tense sunlight. The regions where radiative forcing could be
large are the vast treeless areas on the Great Plains of North
America, and on the steppes of Asia: Mongolia, Xinjiang,
and Kazakhstan.

Several process studies are needed. Monitoring of the
snowmelt process at several locations is needed to exam-
ine the vertical redistribution of BC (and non-BC LAA) in
snow. Coincident measurements of BC in air and in falling
snow would provide information about the scavenging pro-
cess. Controlled experiments, probably on artificial snow-
packs, are needed to verify the radiative-transfer modeling
of albedo reduction. There are indications that estimates of
BC by our filter method are substantially higher than those
inferred from the thermo-optical method; a thorough com-
parison of the ISSW, thermo-optical and SP2 methods for

measuring BC/EC would be valuable. Finally, while the BC
concentrations reported here are large enough to significantly
alter the snow albedo, Arctic snow is often thin enough that
the surface albedo is influenced by the underlying surface
and by non-snow-covered vegetation (Sturm et al., 2005).
In many areas the surface albedo may therefore be affected
more by variations in snow depth than by impurities. Also,
while we avoided sampling snow and sea ice that was obvi-
ously contaminated with local soil, areas with thin snow or
near deserts or in some sea ice zones, soil and sediment may
dominate light absorption in the snowpack.

Appendix A

Abbreviations

AARI Arctic and Antarctic Institute (St. Petersburg)
APLIS Applied Physics Laboratory Ice Station
AWS Automatic weather station
CRREL Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory
CU University of Colorado
GEUS Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland
GIS Greenland Ice Sheet
HOTRAX Healy-Oden Trans-Arctic Expedition
KPCL Kronprinz Christians Land (northeast Greenland)
NPEO North Pole Environmental Observatory
NPI Norwegian Polar Institute
SEDNA Sea ice Experiment – Dynamic Nature of the Arctic
SHEBA Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean
UAF University of Alaska at Fairbanks
UCal University of Calgary
UDel University of Delaware
UH University of Hawaii
UId University of Idaho
UK University of København
UMan University of Manitoba
UNIS University of Svalbard
UVic University of Victoria
UW University of Washington
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